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the spectrum of faith
in victorian literature

BRUCE B CLARK

unlike that of the romantic age preceding victorianism
and of the neoclassicneo classic age preceding romanticism the litera-
ture of the victorian age that is english literature of the
middle and later nineteenth century is characterized not by
unity but by diversity not by basic harmony in tone and phi-
losophy but by basic contradiction on the surface this was an
age of solidarity and even stuffy placidity with its triumph as
well as its tragedy arising from an overconfidenceover confidence in things
material but underneath it was an age of turbulence and of
ideological revolution in this age darwin and his associates
were challenging man s traditional confidence in a god
created god controlled universe and on a different scientific
front marx and his associates were propounding theories that
would prove equally shattering to western man s traditional
faith in divine teleology as well as to the economic structure
of his comfortable world in this age the great labor unions
began their climb to power and freud with all his impact on
life and literature was emerging on the horizon the victorian
age began in early nineteenth century romantic idealism and
ended a little over a half century later in modern naturalistic
pessimism and the greatest ideological issue of the age was
faith versus doubt with the latter seeming to emerge un-
steadily triumphant hence the appropriateness of the most
famous figure of speech in nineteenth century poetry matthew
arnold s dover beach description in 1867 of the sea of
faith which had once encircled the earth so securely as re-
treating with a melancholy and fading echo of withdrawal

significantly in victorian literature not only do we find
a general heterogeneity and complexity of tone and philosophy
but we can identify in major works of literature of the period
clear expressions of all four of the basic and contradictory

dr clarkdarkoark is chairman of the english department at BYU
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religious positions which human beings may hold liberalism
fundamentalism humanism and existentialism 1 to see and
feel these positions in conflict as voiced by the great writers
of the era a surging ideological tug of war for dominance is

one of the rewards of exploring victorian literature
liberalism liberalism isis the conjunction of proximate

optimism with ultimate optimism it is affirmative and opti-
mistic with regard to man not only in this life but also in a
life after death its theology defines man as good rather than
evil or at least as morally neutral with a high potentiality for
goodness it affirms that man both as an individual and
collectively as part of the social group is inherently capable
of achieving an abundant and happy life especially as aided
and guided by god his creator in mortal life happiness and
goodness are richly attainable and beyond death the promise is
even more glowing for man is an immortal soul god isis

real and man s destiny is an eternal beatitude in communion
with his divine creator 122

As the spokesman of liberalism one might choose tenny-
son if his voice were not so sentimentally plaintive as he en-
deavors to make peace with his troubled soul and as he
stretches lame hands of faithgaithfaith3faitha and hopes rather than
knows or even firmly believes that he will meet his maker
face to face 4 A better choice would be thomas carlyle that
impassioned victorian prophet who cried out against the grow-
ing materialistic atheism of his age and vigorously asserted his
faith that man and the universe are sky woven creations of

11 I am indebted to dr sterling mcmurrlmcmurrinmcmureln for the definitions of these four
terms as I1 have used them with his permission throughout this paper in
a 1954 lecture dr mcmurrin then professor of philosophy and later academic
vice president of the university of utah now just resigned after two years as
U S commissioner of education discussed liberalism fundamentalism
humanism and existentialism as the four basic compass points of religious
attitude defined in terms of a concept of man in employing these four terms
I1 am aware as dr mcmurrin also was surely aware that they are used in
a somewhat limited sense with disregard for the entangled ramifications of
meaning that have at times attached to their use especially is this true of
humanism and existentialism as evidenced in the latter for example by the
varied views of soren kierkegaard martin heidegger jean paul sartre martin
buber and paul tillich I1 have chosen to use the terms with exactly the same
limitation of meaning as dr mcmurrin employed for them see dr mc-
murrin s the patterns of our religious faiths eighteenth annual frederick
william reynolds lecture delivered at the university of utah january 18
1954 published by the university of utah extension division as bulletin no
7 volume 45.45

ibid ppap 121612 16
inw memoriam section 55
crossing the bar
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god and that the fearful unbelief is unbelief in yourself 5

and the best choice is robert browning 181218891812 1889 that
robust optimist whose total affirmation of life here and here-
after makes him an ideal spokesman for liberalism that he
now seems not only the greatest poet of his generation but
possibly also the greatest english poet since milton is not
central to the subject of this essay but isis a point worth noting
in passing

optimists are usually either so insensitively worldly or
so sentimentally unworldly that they are offensive and
especially so in literature but browning s optimism is vigor-
ously attractive even to those who may not share it strangely
his most widely known statement of optimism god s in his
heaven all s right with the world 6 isis an extreme and un-
realistic view that browning himself scorned he put the
words into the mouth of a naive little girl and to ascribe the
point of view as browning s own would be as wrong as to
identify browning with the hypocritically self righteous
johannes agricola or the debased caliban nevertheless
browning does firmly believe that god is in heaven controlling
the universe and that while much is wrong with the world
the potentiality of man in this life is great and the confidence
with which he can look forward to life beyond death is equally
great occasionally browning speaks directly of himself and
his views as in the epilogue to Asolando when he describes
himself as

one who never turned his back but marched breast forward
never doubted clouds would break

never dreamed though right were worsted wrong would tri-
umph

held we fall to rise are baffled to fight better
sleep to wake

or as in prospiceProspice when with unwavering assurance he looks
through death to a reunion with his beloved wife

I1 was ever a fighter so one fight more
the best and the last

I1 would hate that death bandaged my eyes and forbore
and bade me creep past

no let me taste the whole of it fare like my peers
the heroes of old

see sartor retresresartusarrusartusariartdri us
from the drama pippa passes
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bear the brunt inin a minute pay glad life s arrears
of pain darkness and cold

for sudden the worst turns the best to the brave
the black minute s at end

and the elements rage the fiend voices that rave
shall dwindle shall blend

shall change shall become first a peace out of pain
then a light then thy breast

0 thou soul of my soul I1 shall clasp thee again
and with god be the rest

at other times browning speaks his views not directly but
through the words of one of his characters as when the world-
ly but exuberantly likeable fra lippo lippi says

this world s no blot for us
nor blank it means intensely and means good

and earlier says referring to his purpose in painting

if you get simple beauty and nought else
you get about the best thing god invents

browning also speaks through rabbi ben ezra of his confi-
dence that life is good all the way even into old age

grow old along with me
the best is yet to be
the last of life for which the first was made
our times are in his hand
who saith A whole I1 planned
youth shows but half trust god see all nor be afraid

of his assurance that man is divinely created and at his best
divinely motivated to unselfishness

rejoice we are allied
to that which doth provide
and not partake effect and not receive
A spark disturbs our clod
nearer we hold of god
who gives than of his tribes that take I1 must believe

of his belief in the godlikegod like potentiality of man

therefore I1 summon age
to grant youth s heritage
life s struestruggleolealeoie having so far reached its term
thence shallshalishailsidisiwl I1 pass approved
A man for aye removed
from the developed brute a god though inin the germ
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and of his conviction that mortal existence is a divinely
planned phase of progressive immortality for each human be-
ing

aye note that potter s wheel
that metaphor and feel
why time spins fast why passive lies our clay
thou to whom fools propound
when the winewine makes its round

since life fleets all is change the past gone seizeseize today

fool all that is at all
lasts ever past recall
earth changes but thy soul and god stand sure
what entered into thee
that was is and shall be
time s wheel runs back or stops potter and clay endure

we feel browning s vigorous affirmation of life especially
in the several poems that develop his doctrine of success in
failure the philosophy of the imperfect that man should
direct all his energy toward achieving high goals even im-
possibly high goals for to set low goals and achieve them is
to fail whereas to set high goals and strive unceasingly toward
them is to succeed even though the goals may not be fully
reached browning would on this point agree with the pathetic
andrea del sarto who broodingly acknowledges that a man s

reach should exceed his gragrasporgrasp0rgrassorspOr what s a heaven for and
even more explicitly the pallbearerpall bearer in A grammarian s fun-
eral expresses browning s philosophy when he says

that low man seeks a little thing to do
sees it and does it

this high man with a great thing to pursue
dies ere he knows it

that low man goes on adding one to one
his hundred s soon hit

this high man aiming at a million
misses an unit

that has the world here should he need the next
let the world mind him

this throws himself on god and unperplexed
seeking shall find him

many times elsewhere browning communicates his strong
spiritual affirmativenessaffirmativeness to us as in the great musical soul
study saul and in the epistle of karshishtarshishKarshish that extra-
ordinary psychological study of the impact of christ s mission
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on a nonbelievernon believer who in spite of all his stubborn assertion
otherwise reveals himself as almost a believer

but even more vividly than when browning speaks ex-
plicitly through himself or through his characters he ironically
communicates his views to us indirectly and upside down
through his unattractive characters in fact the bulk of what
we know about browning s specific views we infer in this
manner we sense his admiration for sincerity and honesty
and simple goodness because the proud jealous duke of fer-
rara in my last duchess is so arrogantly materialistic and
because the dying bishop in saint praxedpraded s church and the
soliloquizing monk in the spanish cloister are so sensually
worldly and the latter at least so hypocritically self
righteous we know that browning believes man has the re-
sponsibility and opportunity in this life to work towards his
own eternal salvation because the despicable johannes agri-
cola see johannes agricola in meditation and the degen-
erate caliban see caliban upon setebos believe otherwise
thinking themselves destined to inherit johannes or endure
caliban the unalterable whims of an irresponsible god who

predestinespredestinedpredestines them to their reward or doom and we know that
browning believes earthly man should live his daily experiences
to the fullest capability in joy and meaning without brooding
about the hopes of the past see the last ride together
or procrastinating the desires of the present see the statue
and the bust or rationalizing one s failures see andrea del
sarto

out of and through all his poems browning emerges not
only as a great poet but as the most vigorously optimistic
writer of his age optimistic that is about the potentiality of
man both in this life proximate optimism and in the life
to come ultimate optimism he stands as a complete and
almost perfect example of and spokesman for religious liberal-
ism

fundamentalism fundamentalism is the conjunction of
proximate pessimism with ultimate optimism its view of this
life is basically negative but its view of life after death isis

vibrantly affirmative it regards man both individually and
collectively as sinful and helpless by nature he is depraved
and morally corrupt his mind and will at enmity with god
thus without confidence in himself skeptical of human
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leasonreason suspicious of every human effort and afraid of con-
taminationtami nation by the world s culture fundamentalist man throws
himself upon the mercy of god burdened with original sinsin
and debased by all the influences of earthly environment man
isis lost but inin his unworthiness he isis redeemed by an omnipomnie
otentogent and merciful god without merit and convicted of
utter depravity he isis yet saved and exalted by the free gift
of grace 7

As a representative of fundamentalism a case might be
made for gerard manley hopkins who inin the leaden echo
laments the transitoriness of beauty and joy inin this life and inin
the golden echo asserts that all that isis lost inin mortality

endures permanently inin immortality with god but hopkins is
too vividly descriptive of beauty all around us inin the god
created universeuniverse to be fully fundamentalfundamentalisticfundamentalisticisticcistic inin point of viewview
A better case could be made for francis thompson who inin his
masterpiece the hound of heaven portrays sinful man
as however unworthy ultimately overcome by the saving grace
of an omnipotent all merciful god but the best example of
fundamentalism inin victorian literature isis christina rossetti
1850183018941830 1894 that gifted poet8poetpoeta and anguished christian bur-
dened not so much by personal sinsin as by a heritage of sinsm
consciousnessconsciousness inin the human race yet looking forward to re-
demptiondemp tion through christ and an afterlifeafter life of joy and fulfill-
ment

to understand christina rossetti s religious attitude one
needs to know something of her life that as a girl she was by
nature affectionate and even gay that twice she declined to
marry men whom she deeply loved that increasingly as she
grew older she lived as an ascetic recluse yearning for the
beauties and pleasures of the world but deliberately withdrawn
from them

the first man whom christina rossetti loved was james
collinsonCollmson an earnest young painter of pious habits and not
very great talent whom she met when she was seventeen from
the very first they loved each other and for months they made
preparations for marriage but when the wedding date drew
near christina refused to go through with it her explanation

mcmurrin op atcu ppap 912
she seems a better poet than her more famous brother dante gabriel

rossetti and perhaps she isis england s greatest poetess second as a poetess inin
our language only to america s emily dickinson
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was that some vacillations by collinson between catholicism
and anglicanism made marriage with him impossible but other
reasons more deeply rooted in her religious background seem
at work religion first drew them together and now religion
held them apart and collinson slipped out of her life into
obscurity and pathetic memory perhaps their romance was
doomed from the outset for even in her earliest poems the
theme of love is frequently accompanied by the theme of re-
nunciationnuncia tion her typical maidens turning from an earthly to a

heavenly lover but whatever the explanation for her actions
there seems little doubt that she sincerely loved collinson and
that loving him she rejected him her decision caused her
months of suffering and probably contributed to her lifelonglife long
melancholia but she endured her grief alone only in poems
mostly found among her manuscripts after her death did she
write of her broken dreams when the experience was full
upon her she wrote seeking rest which ends

my spring will never come again
my pretty flowers have blown

for the last time I1 can but sit
and think and weep alone

mirage written when christina was almost thirty indicates
that after ten years her sense of loss was still acute

the hope I1 dreamed of was a dream
was but a dream and now I1 wake

exceeding comfortless and worn and old
for a dream s sake

I1 hang my harp upon a tree
A weeping willow inin a lake

I1 hang my silenced harp there wrung and snaptenapt
for a dream s sake

lie still lie still my breaking heart
my silent heart lie still and break

life and the world and minemine own self are changed
for a dream s sake

and when she was over forty she wrote the sonnet love lies
bleeding certainly in remembrance of collinson perhaps
after passing him on the street without his recognizing her

love that is dead and buried yesterday
out of his grave rose up before my face
no recognition in his look no trace

of memory in his eyes dust dimmed and grey
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while I1 remembering found no word to say
but felt my quickened heart leap in its place
caught afterglow thrown back from longsetlong set days

caught echoes of all music past away
was this indeed to meet I11 mind me yet

in youth we met when hope and love were quick
we parted with hope dead but love alive

I1 mind me how we parted then heartsickheart sick
remembering loving hopeless weak to strive

was this to meet not so we have not met

christina rossetti s second love was charles bagot cayley
a shy myopic absentmindedabsent minded person with a sweet and quaintly
unworldly disposition who entered her heart several years
after her refusal of collinson her feeling for cayley was not
as intense as it had been for collinson but it was deeper and
even more permanent she loved his gentleness and admired
his learning and integrity this wistful lonely scholar his very
oddities endeared him to her as in a thousand timid ways he
tried to let her know that he loved her not realizing that she
had long been aware of this christina s affectionate little
poem A sketch delightfully shows her devotion to this timid
and lovable man

the bl indest buzzard that I1 know
does not wear wings to spread and stir
nor does my special mole wear fur

and grub among the roots below

my bl indest buzzard that I1 know
my special mole when will you see
oh no you must not look at me

there s nothing hid for me to show
I1 might show facts as plain as day
but since your eyes are blind you d say
where what and turn away

between 1862 and 1866 christina s love for cayley reached its
climax though for the rest of his life he remained a wistful
figure weaving in and out of her world william michael ros-
setti christina s brother says that she loved cayley deeply
and permanently to the last day of his life and to the
last day of her own his memory 9 in 1864 cayley worked up
enough courage to propose and for the second time christina

W M rossetti memoir in the poetical works of christina georgina
rossetti london macmillan and company 1904 p iiii
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refused to marry a man she loved it was not that she was
without passion to give to give I1 long to pour myself
my soul she cried in one of her untitled little poems 1 I long
for one to stir my deep for one to search and sift myself to
take myself again the reason christina gave for refusing
marriage was religion to her devout anglicanism cayley s

gentle agnosticism was as objectionable as collinson s vacillat-
ing catholicism had been

to understand more fully christina s rejection of collinson
and cayley we need to look into the centuries old heritage of
fundamentalist christianity which viewed man as in a fallen
state depraved unworthy at enmity with god and bearing
the heavy burden or original sin with all its propensities to-
wards daily evil christina was torn with conflicting al-
legianceslegiances for on the one hand she yearned with all the passion
of her sensitive nature for love and beauty and on the other
hand the deep convictions of her family tradition persuaded
her that all desires of the fleshfleshgleshgieshiesh are evil to be subdued and
that even beauty is suspect the proper course of religious de-
votion would compel a renunciation of earthly love and a dedi-
cation of oneself to god for a time christina thought of fol-
lowing her sister maria into an anglican sisterhood but she
chose rather to renounce the world while remaining in it two
sonnet sequences monna innominata A sonnet of sonnets

14 sonnets and later life A double sonnet of sonnets 28
sonnets reflect fully christina s renunciation of the earth
and its fulfilling pleasures and record specifically her devo-
tion to cayley even while she withdrew from him many of
the sonnets were written directly to cayley as for example
number six of monna innominatainnommata which begins

trust me I1 have not earned your dear rebuke
I1 love as you would have me god the most
would lose not him but you must one be lost

such expressions as this and there are many in her poems
make clear that christina s refusal to marry arose from some-
thing very deep in her nature which made her shrink from the
yearnings of the fleshfleshiesh in the actions of her life she seems to
have been generally successful in subduing the claims of the
flesh but she seems not to have been so successful in conquer-
ing her thoughts her desires as a woman were never com
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pletelyplemely quelled by her piety as a saintly martyr and the con-
sequence was a terrible sense of guilt and anguish and frustra-
tion

christina s great source of comfort was a conviction that
although earthly life is a time of suppression and denial a
joyless struggle against sin life after death is a time of rich
fulfillment when all the joys denied in mortality are bestowed
in abundance including the ecstasy of love sonnet 10 of
monna innominata will represent the dozens of her poems
which express this fundamentalist faith in the beauty of life
after death as contrasted with the weary struggle of mortal
life

time flies hope flags life plies a wearied wing
death following hard on life gains ground apace
faith runs with each and rears an eager face

outruns the rest makes light of everything
spurns earth and still finds breath to pray and sing

while love ahead of all uplifts his praise
still asks for grace and still gives thanks for grace

content with all day brings and night will bring
life wanes and when love folds his wings above

tired hope and less we feel his conscious pulse
let us go fall asleep dear friend in peace
A little while and age and sorrow cease

A little while and life reborn annuls
loss and decay and death and all is love

the poems are numerous indicating that for christina reli-
gion was a hair shirtshirt10 and that she spent much of her life
striving to make herself more acceptable to god and eschewing
the earthly things that naturally gave her pleasure note as
further typical these lines from A better resurrection

my life is like a faded leaf
my harvest dwindled to a husk

truly my life is void and brief
and tedious in the barren dusk

my life is like a frozen thing
no bud nor greenness can I1 see

yet rise it shall the sap of spring
0 jesus rise in me

many of these poems are rather commonplace artistically but
occasionally a vivid stanza breaks through to show the anguish

virginia moore distinguished women writers new york E P dut-
ton and company 19541934 p 47
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of desire denied but not destroyed for example an apple
gathering begins

I1 plucked pink blossoms from mine appletreeapple tree
and wore them all that evening in my hair

then in due season when I1 went to see
I1 found no apples there

and de profundisprofundis reads

oh why is heaven built so far
oh why is earth set so remote

I1 cannot reach the nearest star
that hangs afloat

I1 would not care to reach the moon
one round monotonous of change

yet even she repeats her tune
beyond my range

I1 never watch the scattered fire
of stars or sun s far trailing train

but all my heart is one desire
and all in vain

for I1 am bound with fleshly bands
joy beauty lie beyond my scope

I1 strain my heart I1 stretch my hands
and catch at hope

the most interesting of all christina rossetti s poems both
in artistry of language and in ethical content is goblin mar-
ket that shimmeringly poetic allegory of temptation submis-
sion and vicarious redemption but it is too long and complex
for analysis here more explicit and still vividly poetic is

the convent threshold note the implications of the title
which reads in part

there s blood between us love my love
there s father s blood there s brother s blood
and blood s a bar I1 cannot pass
I1 choose the stairs that mount above
stair after golden skywardsky ward stair
to city and to sea of glass
my lily feet are soiled with mud
with scarlet mud which tells a tale
of hope that was of guilt that was
of love that shall not yet avail
alas my heart if I1 could bare
my heart this selfsame stain is there
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1I seek the sea of glass and fire
to wash the spot to burn the snare
lo10 stairs are meant to lift us higher
mount with me mount the kindled stair

you sinned with me a pleasant sin
repent with me for I1 repent
woe s me the lore I1 must unlearn
woe s me that easy way we went
so rugged when I1 would return
how long until my sleep begin
how long shall stretch these nights and days
surely clean angels cry she prays
she laves her soul with tedious tears
how long must stretch these years and years

for all night long I1 dreamed of you
I1 woke and prayed against my will
then slept to dream of you again
at length I1 rose and knelt and prayed
I1 cannot write the words I1 said
my words were slow my tears were few
but through the dark my silence spoke
like thunder when this morning broke
my face was pinched my hair was gray
and frozen blood was on the sill
where stifling in my struggle I1 lay

anyone reading these lines unacquainted with christina ros-
setti s ascetic life would almost certainly interpret them as an
anguished confession of a carnal sinner pleading with her
lover to join with her in repentance and throw themselves upon
the mercy of god A search of her life however has not as
yet revealed that christina really sinned in a way to warrant
this tormented confession scholars have sometimes concluded
therefore that the poem is not to be interpreted autobiographic-
ally but is it not possible for a really sensitive woman torn
by subdued desires to remember the sermon on the mount and
suffer almost as greatly for sins of thinking as for sins of do-
ing

11 the convent threshold turns in a significantly funda-
mentalist manner away from the anguish of the earthly now
toward the glory of the heavenly future

and also with a point of viewview common in german romanticism in
fact a study of this poem inin relation to the whole movement of german
romanticism would be rewarding
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your eyes look earthward minemine look up
I1 see the far off city grand
beyond the hills a watered land
beyond the gulf a gleaming strand
of mansions where the righteous sup
who sleep at ease among their trees
or wake to sing a cadenced hymn
with cherubim and seraphim
they bore the cross they drained the cup
racked roasted crushed wrenched limb from limb
they the offscouring of the world
the heaven of starry heavens unfurled
the sun before their face is dim

and in the heavenly promise christina even sees love fulfill
ment how should I1 rest inin paradise or sit on steps of
heaven alone she asks and answers with confident asser-
tion as the poem ends

look up rise up for far above
our palms are grown our place is set
there we shall meet as once we met
and love with old familiar love

thus we see christina rossetti as a nearly perfect example of
fundamentalism viewing this life as essentially a place of sin
and denial and unhappiness proximate pessimism but look-
ing forward to life after death as a time of beauty and joy
and love fulfilled ultimate optimism

humanism humanism isis the conjunction of proximate
optimism and ultimate pessimism like liberalism it is strong-
ly affirmative with regard to man in this life and his potential-
ity for earthly happiness and significance the humanist is

theologically negativistic and ultimately pessimistic however
for he questions the existence and power of god and he does
not believe in human immortality for him the proximate
world exhausts the whole of reality and existence and in this
world man is alone to work out his problems or be destroyed
by them but the humanist does not sink into morbid despond-
ency for he has courage and confidence in his own capacities
for earthly joy and attainment without the security of a sus-
taining faith in a power beyond himself the humanist turns
to the human race for a cultivation of the good life the
strength of humanism is its supreme commitment to reason its
faith in man s creative intelligence faith that he has the power
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to discern articulate and solve his problems but the optimis-
tic viewview isis limited and man s victory is fleeting for the human-
ist believes that the universeuniverse isis totally indifferent to man and
his moral aspiration every man must die and after a brief
moment the race will perish and the drama of mankind will
be ended without the slightest trace of memory that it ever
began 12

george eliot who as a young woman lost her christian
faith but retained a high sense of ethics and purpose inin society
becoming increasingly an advocate of humanity s seeking the
good life could serve as a representative of humanism but I1

have chosen rather to use a combination of matthew arnold
and edward fitzgerald inin the rubaiyat as examples the
combination seems better than a single representative because
humanism as a concept of life movement spreads from altruism
to hedonism 13 in arnold we find altruistic humanism and inin
fitzgerald we find hedonistic humanism

As a young man matthew arnold 182218881822 1888 hungered
to believe inin god and a god controlled universeuniverse and individual
immortality but he could find no assuring evidence and after
some years of anguished searching became inin his mature years
an agnostic humanist concerned with the improvement of
human society his poems most of which he wrote as a young
man tend to be melancholy inin tone and to reflect the groping
yearning questioning searching attitude of youth his essays
most of which he wrote as an older man tend to be dignified
inin tone and to reflect the reasoned stabilized wisdomwisdomof of matur-
ity

in arnold s poetry we are especially impressed by his
searching ququestionestiestl on asking answer hunting attitude because
the questions he asks are big and the answers he can arrivearrive at
are discomforting his poetry isis shrouded by a melancholy and
pessimism too gloomy for humanism contrast for example
arnold s pessimistic viewview of old age inin growing old with
browning s optimistic viewview in rabbi ben ezra note also
the negative viewview of life inin arnold s A question to fausta
where he says

mcmurrin op cit ppap 161816 18
although inin his essay dr mcmurrin does not discuss hedonism as an

aspect of humanism it isis a strong channel within humanism that should be
recognized at least inin literature and it becomes almost a religion for those
who seriously advocate it
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dreams dawn and fly friends smile and die
like spring flowers

our vaunted life is one long funeral
men dig graves with bitter tears
for their dead hopes and all
mazed with doubts and sick with fears

count the hours

and inin the scholar gypsy arnold speaks of the strange
disease of modern lifewithlife With its sick hurry its divided aims
its heads 0 ertaxedtaxeder its palsied hearts similarly inin dover
beach he describes a world that although beautiful isis filled
with the turbid ebb and flow of human misery and which
has really neither joy nor love nor lightnorlightnerlight Nor certitude
nor peace nor help for pain and on through rugby chap-
el A summer night and other poems arnold describes a
beautiful but nevertheless insecureinsecure and gloomy world alt-
hough most of his poetry isis too unaffirmative to be truly
humanistic at times in it we discover strong leanings toward
humanism in dover beach and the buried life he ap-
peals for human understanding in a world of incertitude in

pis aller he by implication scorns men who cannot believe
inin the human race unless they believe in god in to a friend
he appeals to us to see life steadily and see it whole and in
self dependence he advises

resolve to be thyself and know that he
who finds himself loses his misery

if in arnold s poetry he is primarily a melancholy searcher
for truth that he cannot find in his essays he is primarily a

wise counsel giver and thoroughly a humanist it isis not that
he has now found satisfying answers to the big questions of
his poems if it were this he would be a liberal or fundamental-
ist rather than a humanist rather it is that having found no
solid answers regarding god and immortality he ceases to
worry about them and turns to human society for fulfillment
throughout his many essays he is a crusader for culture with
responsibility for propagating the best that is known and
thought inin the world 14 he defines culture as the love of
perfection motivated by not only a passion for pure knowl-
edge but also a moral and social passion for doing good
and he adds that not a having and a resting but a growing and

see the function of criticism at the present time
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a becoming isis the character of perfection as culture conceives
it moreover individual perfection isis impossible without per
fectionfaction of the group as the whole of society endeavors to cast
off the superficiality of machinery and the materialistic
worldliness of philistinism

this is the social idea and the men of culture are the true
apostles of equality the great men of culture are those who
havehae had a passion for diffusing for making prevail for
carrying from one end of society to the other the best knowl
edge the best ideas of their time who have labored to divest
knowledge of all that was harsh uncouth difficult abstract
professional exclusive to humanize it to make it efficient
outside the clique of the cultivated and learned yet still re
bainingmaining the best knowledge and thought of the time and a

true source therefore of sweetness and lightlight1616

in his humanistic essays arnold does not assert that there isis
neither god nor immortality he simply quits brooding about
them and turns to human society for achievement in this life
he thus becomes the high priest of twentieth century agnostic
humanism with its emphasis upon the world of human poten
tialitytriality and its assumption that supernatural matters are either
untrue or beyond proof

in matthew arnold we find agnostic altruistic humanism
in fitzgerald s ruoaiRubairubaiyatfatjat of omaromatomai khayyam we find atheistic

or almost atheistic hedonistic humanism some may question
the validity of assuming that edward fitzgerald 1809
1883 speaks his own viewsviews through the rubaiyat of omatomaiomar
khayyam and may argue that the poem as a translation re
fleets only the philosophy of the twelfth century persian poet
omar however a study of the translation inin relation to its
source will reveal that it isis very free and a study of fitz-
gerald s life and other writings will reveal that he apparently
was drawn to the poetry of omar because the two poets were
inin many respects kindred spirits inin point of viewview towards life
therefore the ruediRubairuenirubaiyatjat seems in large measure to be an ex-
pression of fitzgerald s philosophy as well as omar s and inin
any case the whole question isis rather pointless because whether
the rubaiyat expresses fitzgerald s ideas or not it isis a major
and immensely popular poem of the victorian age and it does
reflect hedonistic humanism inin the victorian age

see sweetness and light inin culture and anarchy
chidleidihidibid
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two related themes run through the rubaiyat one is a
serious somber search for meaning in life and for answers
to the age old questions from whence came life does god
exist Is there life beyond the grave this search is no less
serious or meaningful because the searcher finds no answers
or only negative answers the second theme grows out of the
first since tomorrow we die with nothing beyond we should
eat drink and be as merry as possible today

the ultimate pessimism of the rubaiyatrubarukaruksayatzyat is clear and ex-
plicit some lip service is paid to the possibility of a rather
capricious and irresponsible creator god but not even lip
service is given to the possibility of immortality death closes
all as the following lines attest

ah make the most of what we yet may spend
before we too into the dust descend

dust into dust and under dust to lie
sanssarissarls wine sans song sans singer and sans end

stanza 24

then to the lip of this poor earthen urn
I1 leaned the secret of my life to learn

and lip to lip it murmured while you live
drink for once dead you never shall return

stanza 35

oh threats of hell and hopes of paradise
one thing at least is certain this life flies

one thing is certain and the rest is lies
the flower that once has blown forever dies

stanza 6563

however much we may yearnforyearn for comforting answers to the
perplexing questions of life says the rubaiyat the yearning
is in vain we are trivial life atoms in a mechanistic universe
and to ponder our origin or destiny or reason for existence is
pointless

and that inverted bowl they call the sky
whereunder crawling cooped we live and die

lift not your hands to it for help for it
As impotently moves as you or 1I

with earth s first clay they did the last man knead
and there of the last harvest sowedbowed the seed

and the first morning of creation wrote
what the last dawn of reckoning shall read
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yesterday this day s madness did prepare
tomorrowijmjn sa inalnasilence triumphJL iiujiipii orUJL despairioianilolan oi an

drinktinltnnlraibrahb f forfrrarr xrrttyou knowLT rtl7 nrypefpeinr4not tlrlarwhence ibnimnyou came nor why
drink for you know not why you go nor where

stanzas 72 7573 and 74

nevertheless though we are minute victims existing temporar-
ily in a world without meaningful direction we should not
despair rather we should live in the pleasures of the moment
seeking whatever satisfaction and significance they may pro-
vide this carpe diemthemtiem desire to snatch the utmost of pleasure
from the irretrievable fleeting moment is abundant through-
out the rubaiyat and makes the poem humanistic rather than
existentialistic note the following typical lines

come fill the cup and inin the fire of spring
your winter garment of repentance fling

the bird of time has but a little way
to flutter and the bird is on the wing

stanza 7

A book of verses underneath the bough
A jug ofwineorwineof wine a loaf of bread and thou

beside me singing in the wilderness
oh wilderness were paradise enow

some for the glories of this world and some
sigh for the prophet s paradise to come

ah take the cash and let the credit go
nor heed the rumble of a distant drum

stanzas 12 and 13

waste not your hour nor in the vain pursuit
of this and that endeavor and dispute

better be jocund with the fruitful grape
than sadden after none or bitter fruit

stanza 54

existentialism existentialism is the conjunction of proxi-
mate pessimism with ultimate pessimism it isis the religion of
meaninglessness and emptiness and despair the religion that
offers no hope here or hereafter that finds man in his anxieties
and leaves him there that describes him as appetites that can-
not be stilled as impulsive striving that cannot be fulfilled as
passions that find no satisfaction as irrational action guided by
no integrated purpose existentialism shares with funda-
mentalism a negative view with regard to the possibility of
happiness or meaningful attainment in this life and it shares
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with humanism a negative viewview with regard to the assurance
of anything beyond this life it leaves man with no function but
to endure as best he can to exist without purpose and without
hope 17

existentialism finds expression inin quite a few writings of
the later victorian period both hardy and housman lean in
this direction fluctuating between the melancholy hedonism
of the rubaiyat and full negativism in his shropshire lad
and other poems housman has a lilting surface manner almost
as lyrically light and lovely as the rubaiyat but the under-
neath philosophy isis even more grimly pessimistic hardy s

touch is not quite so light nor perhaps his philosophy quite so
grim as housman s but hardy with great compassion for
those who suffer also depicts people victimized by the double
forces of a deterministic universe and an inhumane humanity
william ernest henley also isis at times somewhat existentialist-
ic advocating defiant courage to endure the burden of life until
its suffering is quelled by the black mystery of death note

invictusInvictus and swinburne that amazingly gifted young
man with the elflikeelf like body and leonine head who flaunted his
paganism and exuberant love and hate passions before what-
ever startled audiences would listen likewise at times seems
totally pessimistic for example in the world weary garden
of proserpine swinburne writes

I1 am tired of tears and laughter
and men that laugh and weep

of what may come hereafter
for men that sow to reap

I1 am weary of days and hours
blown buds of barren flowers
desires and dreams and powers

and everything but sleep

and the poem ends

from too much love of living
from hope and fear set free

we thank with brief thanksgiving
whatever gods may be

that no life lives forever
that dead men riserise up never
that even the weariest riverriver

winds somewhere safe to sea

mcmurrin op citcifclrcir ppap 182118 21
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then star nor sun shall waken
nor any change of light

nor sound of waters shaken
nor any sound or sight

nor wintry leaves nor vernal
nor days nor things diurnal
only the sleep eternal

in an eternal night

but however pessimistic they are at times hardy hous-
man henley and swinburne do not seem fully and consistent-
ly existentialistic for such a point of view we need to turn to
james thomson 183418821834 1882 18 author of the city of dread-
ful night in many of his little poems thomson isis grimly
pessimistic in two sonnets for example he explains that
his songs are all wild and bitter sad as funeral dirges because
11 the bleeding heart cannot forever bleed inwardly solely on
the wan lips too dark blood will bubble ghastly into viewview
and adds that his grief finds harmonies in everything how-
ever it is in the city of dreadful night that nightmare
shaped into a work of art 19 where thomson most fully de-
velops his bleakly negativistic philosophy and where we find
the most total and consistent expression of existentialism

years filled with poverty drunkenness sickness and death
bludgeoned thomson s sensitive nature to a condition of total
despair which culminated in the writing of his magnificently
brutal masterpiece which in its 1123 lines contains the most
formidable and uncompromising use of the speculations of the
mechanistic materialistsmateria lists for the purposes of poetry 210 super-
ficiallyficially the city of dreadful night is london with its mid-
night streets of poverty and crime and desolation but sym
bolibolically21bolicallycallycaily the city is life and the agony of human existence
from the beginning to the end of the poem there is no cessation
of the overwhelming gloom that smothers the reader through

not to be confused with the eighteenth century nature poet having the
same name who wrote the seasons

samuel C chew A literary history of england ed albert C baugh
new york appleton century crofts 1948 p 1418

21ibid
much of the throbbing power of the poem comes through its image

symbols with the city and the desert as the two controlling images unify-
ing all the details into a terrifying whole and with the eyes burning bleeding
glaring eyes and the shroud as the two most vividly morbid secondary images
the latter with its charnel house grave and tomb references neerneverneyer letting the
reader forget that the city is a city of death not the death that ends all suf-
fering but the infinitely more terrible death in life
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a relentless welter of grim phrases dead faith mute
despair cold rage false dreams false hope helpless
impotence termless hell supreme indifference unmiti-
gated dearth fatal gloom unutterable sadness incal-
culable madness incurable despair

they leave all hope behind who enter there
one certitude while sane they cannot leave

one anodyne for torture and despair
the certitude of death

lines 1202512023120 2523

throughout the poem life is described as totally dismal and
completely purposeless with death in life as the eternal
king confronted with such a dark view one might well ask
as does a haunting figure in the poem

when faith and love and hope are dead indeed
can life still live by what doth it proceed

lines 15556155 56

and the narrator poet answers with this bleak analogy

take a watch erase
the signs and figures of the circling hours

detach the hands remove the dial face
the works proceed until run down although
bereft of purpose void of use still go

lines 15862158 62

in the powerful section 4 of the poem thomson recounts
experiences in his life which compelled his total gloom two
stanzas with their haunting desert of mortality refrain will
suggest the mood and grim substance of this section

As I1 came through the desert thus it was
As I1 came through the desert eyes of fire
glared at me throbbing with a starved desire
the hoarse and heavy and carnivorouscarnivorous breath
was hot upon me from deep jaws of death
sharp claws swift talons fleshless fingers cold
plucked at me from the bushes tried to hold

but I1 strode on austere
no hope could have no fear

As I1 came through the desert thus it was
As I1 came through the desert on the left
the sun arose and crowned a broad crag cleft
there stopped and burned out black except a rim
A bleeding eyeless socket red and dim
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whereon the moon fell suddenly southwest
and stood above the righthandright hand cliffs at rest

still I1 strode on austere
no hope could have no fear

lines 21826218 26 and 25462254 62

briefbrieflyly his soul grew mad with fear when a sweetheart
came into his life and kindled hope but

A large black sign was on her breast that bowed
A large black band ran down her snowwhitesnow white shroud

lines 28485284 85

and with her death his unrelenting gloom returned that knew
neither hope nor fear but only numbed existence with nothing
to do but endure

beginning in section 8 of the poem there isis a debate be-
tween a demonist and a determinist the demonist arguing
that there isis a creator god who out of malice and wild irrespon-
sibilitysibility made earth and its suffering inhabitants and the deter-
minist arguing that no god however capricious and irrespon-
sible could be blamed for the madness of the universe the
mechanistic deterministic universe says the determinist is bru-
tally hostile to man but simply because it is that way not be-
cause a god wills it that way

man might know one thing were his sight less dim
that it whirls not to suit his petty whim
that it isis quite indifferent to him

nay does it treat him harshly as he saith
it grinds him some slow years of bitter breath
then grinds him back into eternal death

lines 46267462 67

later in the poem a voice ffromgromrom the darkness reiterates even
more explicitly that there is no god no resurrection and im-
mortality

1 I have searched the heights and depths the scope
of all our universe with desperate hope

to find some solace for your wilwllwild unrest

and now at last authentic word I1 bring
witnessed by every dead and living thing

good tidings of great joy for you for all
there is no god no fiend with names divine
made us and tortures us if we must pine

it isis to satiate no being s gall
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it was the dark delusion of a dream
that living person consciousconscious and supreme

whom we must curse for cursing us with life
whom we must curse because the life he gave
could not be buried inin the quiet grave

could not be killed by poison or by knife

this little life is all we must endure
the grave s most holy peace is evere er sure

we fall asleep and never wake again
nothing isis of us but the molderingmolden ng flesh
whose elements dissolve and merge afresh

in earth airair water plants and other men

we finish thus and all our wretched race
shall finish with its cycle and give place

to other beings with their own time doom
infinite aeonsafons ere our kind began
infinite aeonsafons after the last man

has joined the mammoth inin earth s tomb and womb
lines 71945

and still later the voicevolcevoicevolce asserts

I1 find no hint throughout the universe
of good or ill of blessing or of curse

I1 find alone necessity supreme
lines 75860758 60

like christina rossetti james thomson looks forward to
death but whereas she anticipates a glorious outpouring after
death for all that she was denied inin life he looks to death
simply as the escape of oblivion ending the agony of life
some people he says lament that life isis fleeting and time
isis deadly swift but his regret isis that time drags for

the hours are heavy on him and the days
the burden of the months he scarce can bear
and often in his secret soul he prays

to sleep through barren periods unaware
lines 65154651 54

the poisonously slow movement of time drives him almost
mad

this time which crawlethcraw leth like a monstrous snake
wounded and slow and very venomous

which creeps blindblmdwormhkeblindwormlikewormlike round the earth and ocean
distilling poison at each painful motion

and seems condemned to circle ever thus
lines 66064660 64
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and he aches for the peace of annihilation

0 length of the intolerable hours
0 nights that are as aeonsafons of slow pain

0 time too ample for our viralvitalvitai powers
0 life whose woeful vanities remain

immutable for all of all our legions
through all the centuries and in all the regions

not of your speed and variance we complain

wegle do not ask a longer term of strife
weakness and weariness and nameless woesboes

we do not claim renewed and endless life
when this which isis our torment here shall close

an everlasting conscious inanition
we yearn for speedy death in full fruition

dateless oblivion and divine repose
lines 67285672 85

the reader may wonder why with such a philosophy
thomson did not advocate suicide or at least did not take his
own life1

22 but anticipating full twentieth century existentexistential-
ism

I1
i al

he apparently found some compulsion not purpose but
compulsion inin the mere fact of existence even in this as in
his total philosophy thomson stands as victorian england s

most powerful voice of existentialism

summary
some literary periods are significant and interesting in the

centrality of their philosophy but as previously stated the
victorian age was significant and interesting inin its variety and
conflict of philosophy it was the fresh battleground upon
which the war between faith and anti faith was fought the
war that in our twentieth century world is still being fought
but now seems a little stale and muddled in the age that
ideologically stretched from browning to james thomson the
issues seemed clearer and the positions to be taken more sharp-
ly identifiable that we can find in the first quality literature
of late nineteenth century england vivid spokesmen for all four
basic positions of liberalism fundamentalism humanism and
existentialism is evidence not only of the complexity of the age
but also of its vigorous vitality that age with its surface soli-
darity and equanimity and its underneath turmoil and idealog-
ical conflict

22actually he almost did his death in 1882 was so fully a result of
spiritual despair and physical dissipation that it was almost self inflicted
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where once lay golden apples
heady and fermenting
A burgeoning crop
of sunburned children
spills upon the rutted road

to watch in fascination
asphalt trucks and giant
rollers making uniform
each clover hill each
grassy rise and covering
every shadowed shape
of lavender with black

carma de jong anderson



the pardoner as huckster a
dissent from kittredge

ALEXANDER EVANOFF

As early as 1893 writing inin the atlantic monthly mr
george lyman kittredge offered a theory of the pardoner s

character which remains virtually intact to the present day it
is not a theory for which the facts of the case would seem to
offer unqualified support but it is a theory which probably
finds its basis more upon mr kittredge s established stature
as a scholar than upon the actual events of the pardoner s

tale I1 propose to provide an explanation which if not un-
questionable is at least as satisfactory and demonstrable as
that of mr kittredge here in part is mr kittredge s sup-
position concerning the pardoner in reference to the supposed
revelation of lines 916918916 918 it isis taken from chaucer and his
poetry

the pardoner has not always been an assassin of souls he
isis a renegade perhaps from some holy order once he
preached for christ s sake and now under the spell of the
wonderful story he has told and of recollections that stir
within him he suffers a very paroxysm of agonized sincerity
it can last but a moment p 216

mr kittredge has surely overstated his case the word
paroxysm for example is a very strong epithet to apply to
the words which the pardoner actually mouths the imputa-
tion of sincerity to say nothing of agonized sincerity is like-
wise suspect but here are the lines to which mr kittredge
refers

I1 you assoile by myn hy power
you that wol offre as clenedene and eek as cleerdeerneer
As ye were born and lo10 siressires thus I1 precheareche
and jhesughesu crist that is oure soules leche
so grauntegrauntle you his pardon to recyverecave
for that is best I11 wol you not deceyvedeceivedeceyve

209
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there is nothing in these lines which would warrant the use
of such extreme and intense terms as agony and paroxysm
mr kittridge s use of terms descriptive of such strong pas-
sions may have been dictated by a certain constraint to em-
broider upon an inference rather than by any pertinence of
the facts inhering to the passage in question words do not
always say what they ostensibly mean they must be judged in
context we perpetually strive to arrive at both the letter and
the spirit of meaning but as we are sometimes in danger of
not looking deeply enough so we are sometimes guilty of look-
ing deeper than common sense should permit thus too great
a subtlety may be as subject to error as a paucity of depth per-
ceptioncep tion our standard interpretation of the pardoner is per-
haps overly subtle the pardoner is assumed to have undergone
a revulsion of feeling against the lamentable and perhaps un-
avoidable circumstances of his present hypocritical existence
it is assumed that his better nature has for the moment as-
serted itself and that he now speaks in dead earnest when he
says and jhesughesu crist that is our soules leche so grauntegrauntle
you his pardon to receyvereceivereceyve for that is best I1 wol you not de
ceyvecerve I1 would submit that there is nothing in these pious
lines to which any pious hypocrite might not subscribe as a
matter of policy a policy ready made for use at the most
opportune moment one bent upon malpractice would natural-
ly want to assure his victims that nothing is further from his
mind than deception in the course of his machinations in
order to assure ultimate acceptance of his design he may well
speak recognized truths but every man who cries holy
holy need not be sanctified nor need we assume with kittr-
edge that an honest though passing change of heart has
taken place the pardoner s recommending his auditors to
christ s grace need not obviate the possibility that he is as
great a scoundrel as always and that he may yet hope to
profitably dispose of his relics the pardoner s object is to sell
for profit he is not personally concerned with ethics 1 I wol
you not deceyvedeceivedeceyve he says but can we doubt that he would
deceive if he could whether the canterbury pilgrims believe
in the efficacy of his baubles or not is of no great concern to
the pardoner he may sell relics to scoffersoffersscoffernsc and unbelievers
as well as to the humbly pious we know that not every man
who buys a rabbit s foot is convinced of its efficacy cuff
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links and pendantspennantspendants enclosing four leaf clovers are sold to
others than the irishman and the superstitious not every man
who throws salt over his shoulder does so from faith or con-
victionviction nor need every man who buys from the pardoner be
motivated by faith or conviction this the pardoner knows
full well

in chaucer and his poetry mr kittredge makes this com-
ment upon the necessity which constrains the pardoner towards
the use of frankness in the prologue

1 I know I1 am a rascal he says inin effect and you know
it and I1 wish to show you that I1 know you know it like
many another of us poor mortals the pardoner is willing to
pass for a knave but he objects to being taken for a fool
to deceive mankind isis his business but this time no deception
isis possible and he scorns the role of a futile hypocrite

the interpretation is on the whole plausible but there are some
minor and major qualifications that can be made I1 would sug-
gest that not for a moment does the pardoner actually lay aside
the role of hypocrite for hypocrisy is not a character part he
plays it is the hypocrite in him which underlies the only role
he really assumes that is to say the role of the open frank
hale fellow well met nor does he feel that the final effect
of his speech is to be futile and without its appropriate influ-
ence upon his listeners the whole subterfuge of frankness is

intended for effect and that effect is not frankness for its
own sake but frankness for the sake of financial advantage
he isis a man of unlimited gall utterly confident in his ability
ultimately to influence his auditors in whatever direction he
should choose if he seems to make concessions as in the pro-
logue and in lines 916918916 918 he does so only as a tactical strategy
in order to allay doubts and establish a community of interests
and ideas it is a stratagem calculatingly conceived in order
to take in and subvert his listeners he makes no ultimate con-
cession he makes motions towards concessions which he in-
tends to take back and recoup his only ultimate intention is to
domineer and impose upon his listeners to accomplish this
end he will take whatever means the present situation may
call for he has unshakeable faith in himself and his powers
of eloquence he has not a groat of respect or reverence for
any individual he is in his way a type of the modern huck-
ster a foot in the door salesman his gall and self esteem are
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boundless whatever powers of reason and learning he may
possess are so utterly self centered that he is incapable of fully
appreciating that the quality and learning of some of his
auditors may so completely transcend his own abilities as to
nullify the purpose of his efforts however cleverly conceived
and executed

the pardoner is an insistent assertive domineering sales-
man who has underestimated the quality of some of his audi-
tors chiefly because he is incapable of properly evaluating
them he has overestimatedover estimated his own powers and has over
stepped the proprieties of the occasion his own arrogance
prevents a just appraisal either of his auditors or of the occa-
sion an arrogant man fully convinced of the efficacy of his
eloquence and trusting in the usefulness of a rattling patter of
salesmanship can be made to spume and sputter with inward
fury when brought sharply to account by an exasperated harry
bailly righteously indignant at the temerity and assertiveness
of the pardoners of this world mr kittredge assumes that
the pardoner is silent and angry at harry bailly s rough jocu-
larity because the pardoner has suffered a regenerative but
evanescent emotional crisis in lines 916918916 918 mr kittredge
further assumes that the pardoner would have paid harry bail-
ly tit for tat were it not for the evanescent emotional crisis
of lines 916918916 918 here is the pertinent passage from chaucer
and his poetry

under ordinary circumstances the pardoner would simply
have paid him tit for tat but the moment is too intense for
poise with another revulsion of feeling the pardoner be-
comes furiously angry so angry that words stick in his throat

p 217

thus the pardoner is believed to have experienced two emo-
tional upheavals and the second revulsion is assumed to have
had its origin in the first this crisis says kittredge speaking
of the first can last but a moment yet when it is the par-
doner s turn to make some reply to harry bailly we are at line
956 some thirty eight lines and three hundred words following
upon the earlier putative regenerative impulse substantially
more than a moment elapsed it would seem that sufficient
time elapses for one so quick witted as the pardoner to re-
cover his equilibrium after his first loss of balance during his
1 agonized paroxysm of sincerity but that any loss of equiliequila
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bariumbrium occurs prior to harry bailly s rebuke isis sheer inference
based upon events which will bear other interpretations of
equal validity with the standard position long supported by
custom and usage the pardoner s inability to answer seems to
stem more from the formidable nature of harry bailly s re-
buke and character than from any genuine though momentary
regeneration in the pardoner s heart harry bailly s personal
power and force of character is sufficient reason to account for
the pardoner s anger and speechlessness anger because harry
bailly should have had the effrontery to refuse the pardoner s

inane importunities and speechlessness because of the force of
harry bailly s character and invective to assume that the par-
doner s anger is the result of his being misunderstood is to
assume more than the events would seem to warrant it isis

precisely the obverse of this which is true it isis rather because
he was so thoroughly understood that the pardoner is speech-
less so overcome with surprise and anger it isis because he has
been thwarted in his object to make the pilgrims either pur-
chase or venerate his relics though they know them to be false
surprise and anger are the only reactions available to the arro-
gant under the circumstances which obtained let us also
acknowledge that harry bailly could have held his part in a

repartee with any man in view of the pardoner s silence it
would seem rather foolhardy to contend that the pardoner
could have given as good as he received in a battle of wits
with harry bailly our host must have had unlimited experi-
ence in jocular banter and in dealing with obstreperous wine
besotted celebrants the host harry bailly who holds the
center of the cavalcade is a first rate character and his jokes
are no trifles they are always though uttered with audacity
equally free with the lord and the peasant they are always
substantially and weightily expressive of knowledge and ex-
perienceperience harry bailly was keeper of the greatest inn of the
greatest city for such must have been the tabardegabarde inn in
southwarksouthwardSouthwark near london our host was also inin his way a
leader of the age such a man could well have cut short any
speaker it is difficult to believe that the pardoner was much
too clever a rascal to have received a setback at the hands of
harry bailly we need not suppose that only an unappreciated
11 agonized paroxysm of sincerity prevents him from replying
to harry bailly
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the pardoner s opinion of god and society may be dis-
covered in his description of the authenticity of his creden-
tials

our lige lordes seel on my patente
that shew I1 first my body to warentelarente
that noe man be so bold ne preest ne clerk
me to destourbedesto urbe of christes hooly werke

mr airedalred L kellog writing in the speculum of july 1951
provides an unequalledunequal led interpretation of precisely these lines
he avers that

the pardoner proclaims the complete superiority of his evil
will to god or man he laughs at human law because it pro-
tects him at the parish priest because he is powerless at the

leweddewed people because they cannot see behind his hypocrisy
at god because he a miserable mortal parodies christian
doctrine with complete impunity order is turned upside
down vol 26 p 472

in spite of this most cogent interpretation mr kellog has
found it possible to support mr kittredge s earlier inference
mr kellog s article entitled an augustinian interpretation
of chaucer s pardoner will probably remain as the classic
analysis of the pardoner for many years to come it is expertly
written giving evidence from first to last of a profound and
incisive understanding but at whatever point he touches the
earlier interpretation he is upon equivocal ground his second-
ing evaluation of the kittredge thesis isis beautifully written
and marvelously expressive and I1 should like very much to
accept it both on stylistic and moral considerations if it were
not that some of the assumptions are so readily susceptible to
challenge and doubt here at some length is mr kellog upon
the subject of a suffering and tormented pardoner who suc-
cumbs to the promptings of his better nature

in the prologue one finds a concentrated study of the evil
destructive side of the pardoner his aversion from god
through pride his defiance of the judgment of god in the
tale which is told as a continuation of this defiance of
divine providence there isis conveyed paradoxically the power
of divine providence one begins to see emerging through
the pardoner s defiance the inevitable judgment of god the
tormenting struggle of good and evil of humility and pride
to which his aversionaversion has made him heir in the final confes-
sionsionslon lines 916918916 918 there springs forth suddenly fully dis
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closed the side of the pardoner s being he has been striving
to conceal the nature created good suffering indestructible
whose very presence makes the pardoner s existence a hidden
torment and his whole way of life folly of the final judg-
ment of god chaucer tells us nothing p 478

this at many points is an unequalledunequal led interpretation the par-
doner becomes invested with a dignity which we as ethical
moral beings would rejoice to find in any soul lost in sin
but the investment of such dignity would seem to be super-
imposed upon actuality by the warm and sympathetic natures
of the pardoner s commentators rather than from any demon-
strable qualities residing within the heart of the pardoner him-
self it is comforting to believe that all men may be saved
and that the germ of regeneration lies within the reach of the
blackest and most diabolical natures but whether this be so
or not chaucer tells us nothing the rest is conjecture it is

not surprising to find that mr kittredge was the first to ex-
pound the necessity of dignifyingsignifyingdignify ing the pardoner in his atlantic
monthly article of 1893 mr kittredge provided the follow-
ing disclosures

nothing but a ribald story appears possible from him but
by showing us the man in a moment of moral convulsion
chaucer has invested him with a sort of dignity which justi-
fies the poet in putting into his mouth one of the most beauti-
ful as well as one of the best told tales in the whole collec-
tion p 833

the beauty or interest of a tale need not correspond to the
goodness or rascality of its teller mr kittredge cannot have
forgotten that chaucer himself tells so poor a tale that our
host is forced to stop him because a tale is beautiful and
well told need not lead us to believe that it was above the
powers of an unrtgenerateunagenerateunregenerateunAgenerate pardoner to tell indeed the par-
doner knows the story by heart and may have repeated it a
hundred times the poet is justified in permitting the pardon-
er to tell his tale on a more substantial basis than on mr
kittredge s supposition that chaucer intended to dignify the
pardoner and thus prepare for his putative moral convul-
sion mr kittredge believes and would have us believe that
without a supposed moral convulsion chaucer would hardly
have been justified in permitting the pardonertopardoner to tell so fine
a tale but the tale is beautifully appropriate to the pardoner
whether regenerate or unregenerate I1 would submit that the
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pardoner is a hypocrite from beginning to end that he is an
unreformed rake and scoundrel it is my own belief and it
would seem to me an inescapable position that the story illus-
trates the pardoner s ruling passion for material gain the
story is perfectly suitable to the pardoner since it illustrates
and emphasizes his own cynicism and hypocrisy furthermore
it does not seem to be chaucer s purpose to show moral growth
or moral development in any of his characters all of the can-
terbury pilgrims are depicted as completely formed individuals
as of the time of their delineation nowhere else in the cant-
erbury tales does he show either a complete partial or mo-
mentary alteration in the basic character makeupmake up of the pil-
grims nor does he do so in the case of the pardoner the
wife of bath with her insistence upon sovereignty over men
does not alter her character or position one jot though she is

perhaps in even greater need of rehabilitation than the par-
doner the miller the monk the franklin the sumpnor do
not change though they could well benefit by even the small-
est change nor does the pardoner change none of the evi-
dence which mr kittredge introduces is final or unquestion-
able the pardoner in common with all salesmen is feeling
his way seeking to find a method of approach suitable to the
pilgrims prejudices and knowledge in his effort to clinch a
final sale he is a peddler who cannot lay his trade aside he
would combine business with pleasure at every opportunity
he is shrewd enough to recognize that frankness is disarming
his shift from early frankness to the apparent sincerity in lines
916918916 918 can be accounted for by his attempting to offer some-
thing in his speech which will please everyone that is one
possibility it is also possible that he may have recognized the
incongruity of lines 916918916 918 with the tenor of his earlier senti-
ments perceiving that others may also discover the incongruity
he shifts again precipitately into a style and subject matter
more in keeping with the earlier professions of his prologue
the pardoner is a skillful enough salesman to recognize that
consistency in his statements will be expected of him from the
scholars and gentles of the company thus for mr kitt-
redge s putative regeneration of heart I1 would suggest the
following possibilities

1 desire from beginning to end to put something over on
the pilgrims
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2 desire to offer sentiments which are likely to find ac-
ceptanceceptance

3 recognition of incongruity thus the shift to his first
approach

4 the whole motivated by his recognition that frankness is
disarming and that the sentiment of lines 916918916 918 isis a
blunder which would be immediately recognized as insinansininsin-
cere



my victorious king receives his vestments from mocking
men at arms but he is dressed inwardly
in a red royal tunic so as conqueror
of evil prince of right he stands in glory
may I1 cry for him for the purple and red

that they might flow from me as tears
yielding meaning distilled from my contemplation
so that my being becomes a spring of his mystery
our sins are his color lamb s wool
stained red by the father
and so as christ takes him as prince he takes us

and suffers them 0 christ holy lamb please hide
my red sins hell s faggotsmaggots for fire

in my king s redeeming royalty

translated by clinton F larson from
theoremestheoremsTheoremes spirituals by jean de la ceppedeceppdecoppede



background to the theory
of arabic origins

M CARL GIBSON

in 1912 julian ribera read his discourse of reception into
the royal spanish academy on the cancioneroCancionero of ben guz-
manminman his final assertion produced a shock among the learned
academiciansAcademicians la clave misteriosamisteriosa que explica el mecanismo
de las formas poeticaspo6ticaspoeticalpoeticas de los variosvariesvardesvadiesvarlos sistemassistemas kiricosliricos del mundo
civilizadocivilizado en la edadadad media esta en la liricacirica andaluzaAndaluza a que
pertenecepertenece el cancioneroCancio nero de ben guzman 1 although the
romanistsromanists found ribera s hypothesis very reasonable they
asked for documentary proof that this lyrical system existed
before guzman and the provencal poets who were using it in
the twelfth century whom everyone considered to be predeces-
sors of all romania in 1915 he presented his proof but the
academiciansAcademicians who resisted any radical change in the question
of origins remained silent on the matter it was not until
other scholars continued and extended the investigation on the
subject that it gained many new followers menendez pidal
who in 1919 gave little importance to the theory by 1938 had
become convinced of the arabic andalusian thesis

ribera s assertion openedreopenedre for discussion and investiga-
tion a thesis which had lain dormant for over a century a
thesis which had been championed by some of the foremost
scholars of the last half of the eighteenth century but which
due to lack of concrete proof had been all but forgotten

one of the first to subscribe publicly to a belief in the
spanish arabic origin of the provencal poetic tradition was
xavier lampillasLampillas who in his saggio istoricostorzcostorico apologeticsapologetico della
letteraturaletter atura spagnuola contro iele pregiudicatepregiudkate opinopinioniopmioniopinionsioniloni salcunidalcunidalcuni
modernomoderni scrittorescrittoriscnttor t italianaitaiitalranaianarand 6 vols genoa 17788121778811778 81281 2 attempted
to establish as fact that the italian poets of the fourteenth
century were directly indebted through the provencal to
spanish poetic tradition

the mysterious key which explains the mechanism of the poetic forms
of the various lyric systems of the civilized world in the middle ages is in
the andalusian lyric to which the cancioneroCancionero of ben guzman belongs

219
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xavier lampillasLam pillas was one of the thousands of spanish
jesuits who following the mandate of carlos III111ili in 1767 were
exiled from spain and took refuge in italy while there he
became acquainted with the italian historians saveriosaveno bettinelli
and girolamo tiraboschi and took exception to their claims
that italy was the maestra del orbe and that spain was
directly responsible for all the poor taste and decadence which
had appeared from time to time through the centuries in italy
in his saggio istoricostoiiicostorico apologeticoapologetapologeteapologetics iroico he vindicates spain and makes
certain claims as to spain s priority in time over italy in certain
literary genres his thorough treatment of spanish literature
of all types and of all periods constitutes the first complete
history of spanish literature 3

the claims which lampillasLampillas makes for spanish priority
over italy in the field of poetry after the eleventh century are
based upon his belief that Proprovencalvenalvenai poetic tradition was taken
from the spanish arabs the italians admit having received
their poetic forms from the provencal poets and the spanish
as teachers of the Proprovencalvenalvenai poets were therefore the teachers
of the italians de los espafiolesespanolesEspanoles tomaronkomaron los provenzalesProvenzales el
uso de la rima y de estoseltos los italianosstalianosItalianos como confiesan muchos
cnticoscriticos de ambas nacionesmacionesnaciones 4 engayoensayo hlst6ricobistorhistor tcoicotro apologticoapologetapologete ico
V 37.3757

it was lampillasLampillas s contention that during the eleventh and
twelfth centuries poetry flourished in spainspam not only among
the arabs but among the spanish christians as well around
the middle of the twelfth century the spanish princes who
ruled in provence began to protect and encourage poetry y
de estoseltos y de los poetasgoetas espanolesespafiolesEspanoles que se exercitaron en la

poesiajoesia llamadallamado provenzalprovencalprovenzal si bien tuvo su origen en Espespafiaespanaespaniaafiaafla
se comunicocomunic6comunico despues a los italianosstalianosItalianos 5 5lampillaslampillasLam pillas 11II 160.160igo
under the influence of these spanish princes the Proprovencalvenalvenai

this was translated from the original italian to spanish by dona amar y
borsonborbon inn madrid 1789 with the title engayoensayo hist&icohistofico apologeticsapologeticoapologfico de la
literliteratureliteiatmaliteraturaarutaatura espanola contra las opilionesopinionesopi niones preocupadaspieocupadas de a1gunosalgunos escriioresescrjtoies
modetModermodernoiinodeffjosnoi italianotalianosi

see M carl gag1gibsonbsonabson xavier lampillasLam pillas his defense of spanish lit-
erature and his contribution to literary history a thesis written for the
department of languages of the university of oregon 1960 as partial ful-
fillmentfill ment of requirements for the phdph D degree

from the spaniards the provenqalsprovencalsProven catscalsoats took the tradition of rimerime and the
italians took it from the provenProenproencalsalscalsaiscais as many critics of both nations confess

and from them and from the spanish poets who wrote poetry which
is now designated as provenprovencalal even though it had its origin inin spain it
was later passed on to the italians
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language arrived at such a high point of perfection that it was
imitated and copied by other nations lampillasLam pillas cites the testi-
monies of varchi bembo fontanini aapabp of ancyraancaraAncyra and
others to the effect that the italian literary language was made
up of many expressions and locutionslocationslocutions imitated from the pro
vencalsvenqalsvencalscais he then traces the provencal poetic tradition to spain
through the catalan language which he claims was the same
as provencal

la lengua provenzalprovencalProvenzal que desde el principio del siglo XII
fu6fuatuerue la erudita la de los poetasgoetas y la cluequetue enriqueci6enriquecioenriqu ecioeclo la italiana
no era otra que la catalana que ilevaronllevaronIlellevaron a provenza los
condes de barcelona estoseltos la afinaronafinaron con algunasa1gunasalkunas voces y
locuciones propiasprohias a su pais y asiaslasiasl tomotorng el nombrenornbrecombre catalancataiancatalin
frances montaner escribioescribi6escribnoesc ribio su historia en catalancataiancatalin puro
y claro como acredita la ernempresaernpresaempresopresa en barcelona Y sobrebobre todo
para convencerse mismas de la identidadidentidad de estas dos lenguaslengunaslenguas
puedenjueden leersebeerse las poesiaspoesies de los poetasgoetas antiguosantiguas provenzalesProven zales
y se veriverlvera quantasquintas voces y frases tieden propiasprohias de la
catalancataiancatalin 613 lampillasLampillas 11II 163.163165

he bases this rather startling claim that the provencal
language was nothing but catalan on the supposition that from
the ninth century the counts of barcelona introduced their
native language into those provinces of france where they
ruled with the title of duques de septimaniaSepti mania raymundo ber-
enguer the third count of barcelona acquired the condadocandado of
provence in 1080 and it remained under the berenguer counts
until 1245 that prince claims lampillasLam pillas being very fond of
the bellas letras sought to beautify the language of his domain
and eventually succeeded in making it the most suave and
flowery of those times

lampillasLampillas seeks proof for his claim in the french and
italians themselves who seem to agree with him as to the
effect that the counts of barcelona had an the language of

the provenprovencalal language which since the beginning of the twelfth cen-
tury was the learned language that of poets and that which enriched the
italian language was nothing other than catalan which the counts of barce-
lona took with them into provence the provencalsprovenqalsProven calscais embellished it wwithth some
locutionslocationslocut ions and figures of speech common to their region and thus it took the
name catalan french montaner wrote his history in pure clear catalan ac-
cording to the barcelona press and furthermore in order to be even more
convinced of the identicalness of these two languages one can read the poetry
of the ancient provencal poets and one will see how many words and
phrases there are in common with catalan
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provence he quotes bouchebouchet as saying that por los anos de
1110 y en tiempo de los berengueresBerengueres condes de barcelona
llego a tal perfeccionperfecci6nperfection el dialectodialecti provenzalprovencalprovenzal que lo10 aprendian
muchos extrangeros y era comunmente preferidapreferidopre ferida a los mismasmas de
europa 8 histoireHis toire de provence tom 1I lib 2 cap 6 and
the italian jacobo giunti9glunt who holds up the counts of barce-
lona as models

no hay cosa cluequetue conserva mismlsmas el aprecio de las lenguaslengunas

cluequetue el favor de los principes el qual las hace florecerfloreceeflorecer y ser
estimadasesti madas buena pruebatrueba es de ello la provenzalprovencalProvenzal en tiempo
cledecie los nobles condes de aquella provinciaprovincialpro vincia en especial del
buen conde berenguer sefiorsenorrefior tan celebrado y que por su
medio llego esta al colmo del honor y a extenderseenderseext por toda
europa entre nosotrosvosotrosnoso tros ya se sabe clueque se conserv6conservaconservoconserve a los
principiosprinci pios con todo cuidadocui dado y que despues nos dedicamosdedi camos
a imitarlaimi tarla 10 dedicatodedicatdedicalDediralicatical del decaderdecamerDecamer de bocacio

although lampillasLampillas does not offer sufficient evidence to
substantiate his claims he is nevertheless thoroughly convinced
that catalan being as he maintains the mother of the pro-
vencal language played an important roleroie in the formation of
the italian language and thus spain should receive the credit
and the glory for this contribution spain according to him
has the honor and distinction of having contributed to the de-
velopment of both the modern italian language and its poetry
through Proprovencalvenalvenai

As further clarification for his claims lampillasLam pillas explains
that poetry flourished among the arabs as did other forms of
letters and by the ninth century arabic poetry was very com-
mon among the spaniards it was easy to carry this poetic tra

probably charles franoisfrancois bouche 173717951737 1795 the earliest edition of
his essaiessaesyaeisa i sur phistoireihisto ne de provence listed by the bibliotequebibliot6que nationalenationalsNationale is
that of 1785 lampillasLam pillas must have had access to an earlier edition or to the
original manuscript

S around the year 1110 in the era of the berenguer counts of barcelona
the provencalprovenal dialect reached such perfection that many foreigners learned it
and it was commonly preferred over the rest of the ddialects of europe

jacopo giunti fl 1564 giunti was known primarily for his esequie
del divinodizinovinodina michelagnolimichelagnoloMichelag nolo buanaBuonaBuonbuonarrolibuonafiotiarrolifioti written in 1564

there is nothing which preserves the dignity of languages more than
the favor of princes this causes them to flourish and be esteemed A good
example of this is that of provencal in the era of the noble counts of that
province especially the good count berenguer a gentleman of so much re-
nown because of him the language reached the height of honor and was
extended through all of europe we know that this language was nurtured
in the beginning with great care and that later we dedicated ourselves to
imitate it
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ditionaition over into the catalan language which was already
flourishing in the territory of provence once established in
provence the counts of barcelona instructed the provencalsprovenqalsProven calscais
inin their poetry as well as in their language and thus the span-
iards became the first teachers of the provencalsprovenqalsProvencalscais los
espanolesespafiolesEspanoles dice fontanini no aprendieron de los provenzalesProven zales
ele1ea arte de romancearromanceanroman cear antes estoseltos lo10 tomaronkomaron de ellos en el
largo tiempo que gueron sus subditoss6bditos 12 lampillasLampillas 11II 165

quoted from fontanini lib 1I cap 22.22
some italian historians held ideas not too far removed from

those of lampillasLam pillas quadrio had recognized that spain was inin
a position to introduce and perfect poetry inin provence and inin
speaking of berenguer and the spaniards of his court who went
to provence says no tuvo necesidad el conde ni sus corte
sanos de que les ensefiaranensenaranensenaran lo10 que era poesiajoesia ya entendianentendian en
espana su merito y belleza porqueborque era tan conocidanocidaco entre los
naturales como entre los moros 13 lampillasLam pillas 11II 167 quoted
from quadrio vol 11II it can be inferred from this comments
lampillasLampillas that in 1080 the spaniards already knew the merit
and beauty of poetry whereas according to bettinelli italian
poetry was not even cultivated until 1200

when the spanish court in provence fell provencal poetry
began decaying

recobroserecobr6seRecobrose entoncesenton ces en su pais nativonative es deciradecir en espana
donde se vieronbieronvieronbieron florecerfloreceeflo recer luego las academiasacaderniasacademial cledecie gaya cjci euriaenciaeurid
primero en barcelona y despues en tortosa desde aquel
tiempo tuvo tres poetasgoetas celebres en lengua Lemosina que
son messer jorge biordigiordiGiordi gayme febrerfearer y ausiasaudias
march 14

some modern scholars hold contrasting views as to the extent of catalan
joan gili in his introductory catalan grammar and2nd ed new york hafner
pub co 1952 p 66 historical outline of the language and literature
says that from the middle of the twelfth to the end of the thirteenth cen-
turies provencal was used as a literary language by catalan poets and trouba
dours during this period production in catalan was confined to prose
and to popular poetry mostly of a religious nature

12 the spaniards says fontanini did not learn the art of writing ballads
from the provencalsprovenqalsProven cals rather the latter took it from the former during the
long periodriod when these were their subjectsrtthehe count and his retinue had no necessity of being taught poetic art
they already understood its merit and beauty in spain because there it was
as well understood among the native spaniards as it was among the moors

it returned then to its native country that is spain where academies
of the poetic art were seen to flourish first in barcelona then in tortosa
since that time there have been three famous poets in the Li mousin language
which are messer jorge cayme febrerfearer and ausiasaudias march lamlampillaspillasiliasillas op cit
p 168 lampillasLampillas does not identify messer jorge or gayme farerfxrerfebrerfearer but they
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for lampillasLampillas the influence of the spanish arabs on the
poetry of the other nations of europe was an historical fact
not a theory he never refers to the idea as a theory and does
not develop it as one he does not go into a discussion of
arabic or Proprovencalvenalvenai poetry nor the similarities between the
two his mainmalnmainmaln interest was to point out to the italian historians
and his other readers that modern spainspam had poetry firstft and
that italy isis indebted to spain for her own poetry which de-
veloped much later

if we consider lampillasLampillas s treatment of the question of
arabic origins as an attempt to prove a theory we must admit
that he failed there are many areas within the whole problem
which he does not clarify for example to what extent was the
catalan language which he maintains was taken into provence
by the counts of barcelona modified by the already existing
language of that area he does not indicate specifically the ter-
ritorialritorial extent of provence or of the provencal language al-
though he implies that it extended into parts of northeastern
spainspam he isis not specific inin naming the poetic forms which
may have been carried from spain into provence nor inin credit-
ing the provencalsprovenqalsProven cals with any native poetic tradition in fact he
does not offer any proof based on sound unbiased personal
scholarly investigation that the poetry of provence was derived
from spain his belief inin spanish origins seems to be based on
random statements by historians and on a personal desire to
establish spanish priority over italian poetry rather than on an
objective study of the problem nevertheless his claims though
lacking proof caused others to investigate the problem and
were responsible for the great activity inin this area of research
by more recent scholars 10

are probably jordi de sant jordi valencia early xvthxyth century and andreu
febrerfearer

the idea that when provenprovencalal poetry began to decay it took asylum inin
spain isis also held by juan andres who writes that many attempts were made
inin provence to reviverevne poetry vizviz regal protection contests prizes etc but
these prizes and this protection were not enough to sustain provencal poetry
which continues to fall into decadence nor could they restore the honor and
dignidagnidignityLof the troubadourstroubadours who were now held inin little esteem it was necesfeces
sary for provenprovencalal poetry to find honorable asylum inin catalonia where as
we havehae already stated elsewhere it isis very probably it had its beginning
juan andres origenongen progprogresospfdgfesosresos y estado actual de toda la liferalurailterlitelifer lahuilatuialuraa III111 98

in the eighteenth century andres tiraboschi pla inin the nineteenth
century sismondicismondiSismondi Fafaurielfaunelfahnelfarrieluriel and schack inin the twentieth julinjulian ribera burdachbardachBurdach
singer menendez pidal gonzalez palencia and A R nyklnyki the whole
problem has recently been reviewed one of the most interesting treatments
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the belief in arabic origins was not entirely original with
lampillasLam pillas several scholars had held similar views before him
and the problem has not been entirely settled yet many schol-
ars have thrust the theory aside as foolish denying that there
is any basis for such a belief but a few modern scholars have
taken new interest in the problem and many new discoveries
have been made which seem to corroborate some of lampillasLampillas s

claims we shall attempt to summarize briefly the develop-
ment and present status of the problem

one of the first to investigate the theory was apparently
giammaria barbieri who in the sixteenth century wrote
Delldelideildellordellorigineorigineirmeigme della joesiapoesia kimatanmatarimata although he was probably
the first to write extensively about the arabic theory it cer-
tainly must not have been original with him as piccolo states
non vorremo certamentecertamente fare risalirerisalire al barbieri la prima

responsabilita di questa che chiamiamochiamiamo pure teoria arabicaarabaca per
quantocuanto nel suo libro essa si trovi per la prima volta letteraria
mente e sistematicamentesisternaticamente presentata 16 francesco piccolo
Sullsuilsuiisulloriginesullorzgmeorigine della joesiapoesia p 33.335355 he summarizes briefly bar-
bieri s beliefs

linfluenza degli arabi non si arresto aliaallaaila spagna e aliaallaaila
provenza ma si estese per altra via aliaallaaila sicilia che essi
occuparono fino allaaliaaila sconfittasconrittasconfittoscon fittarittatittagitta subitacubita da roberto guiscardoGuiscardo
dopo la quale sconfittasconfittoscon fitta ne restaronorestarono ancora tanti nellneilnelinellisoladellisolaisola
che federico II11 pote piupihplu tarde trarnetearne parechieparechie migliaiamigliaramigl iaia nel
continente e popularepopulatepopulare di essi lucera 1711 piccolo ppap 51325132.31323132.515231525131 32

it is unlikely that lampillasLampillas knew his work for it was not
generally known until it was revived in 1790 by girolamo
tiraboschi one of those who was awakened to the possibilities
of the problem by lampillasLampillas s ensayoengayo lampillasLam pillas does not
refer to barbieri or to his work

other writers before lampillasLampillas also recognized that the
moors of spain had a highly developed poetic tradition one
isis that of francesco piccolo sulisuiiSullsulloriginesullongjneorigine della joesiapoesia modernsmosernaderna naples 1938
in which he discusses in some detail the arguments of those who have been
most influential in promoting the theory

we would certainly not want to ascribe to barbieri the responsibility
of being the first to advocate this which we call the arabic theory although
in his book it is found presented in a systematic literarylitefiterary form for the first
time

the influence of the arabs was not limited to spain and provence but
was extended by other means to sicily which they occupied up until the
sudden defeat by roberto guiscardoGui scardo after which there remained so many of
them on the island that later frederic 11II was able to bring several thousand
of them onto the continent and populate lucera with them
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who admitted this was quadrioquadnoguadno who isis quoted by lampillasLampillas
as having stated that the poetry of the moors of spainspam caused
the provenalsprovencalsProveProvennalscalscaisnais to be imitators or emulators of their fine taste
lampillasLampillas 11II 167

had not lampillasLampillas voiced his belief with such conviction
the whole problem of arabic origins may never have come to
light barbieribarbien s book was already forgotten and quadrio s

admission had gone largely unnoticed however when lam
pillas stated his claim the problem suddenly received the at-
tention of some of the foremost scholars of the time due to
the polemic18polemic18 which was inin progress spanish scholars for the
most part were anxiousanxious to substantiate the claim italian
scholars to disprove it girolamo tiraboschi was the excep-
tion after examining lampillasLampillas s claim he found it tenable
and instigated further investigations to prove it

the next after lampillasLampillas to adopt the thesis was juan
andres who treats it inin his ongenorigen progresosprogresos y estado actual
de toda la literatureliteraturaliteratura inin even more detail than does lampillasLam pillas
because of the encyclopedic nature of his work andres has
enlarged his scope of investigation and attributes much more
influence inm all fields of learning to the arabs of spain his
work has been widely circulated and isis much better known
than isis lampillasLampillas s engayoensayo and this may account for the fact
that modem scholars have credited andres instead of lam
pillas with first advancing the theory of arabic origins 19 for
this reason we will examineexamine andres s viewsviews rather carefully
keeping inin mind that it was lampillasLam pillas who gave impetus to his
research

in a letter to tirabocshi inin 1785 andres stated that there
was no doubt that the ProveprovencalripI language included catalonia

lampillasLampillas s ensayoensaoensho arshisarfhist6ricohistoncotonco apologeticsapologeticoapolog&ico had caused a heated polemic to
flare inin italy over the relative merits of spanish and italian literature which
assumed tremendous proportions many books newspaper articles pamphlets
letters and speeches were inspired by this discussion see pedro sainz y
rodriguez las polpoleaoiiolpolemicalpolemicaspolmicasmirasmicasmicas sobyerobye la cultura espaespanolafeolafiola madrid 1919

A R nykl inin his hispanic arabic poetry and its relations with old
Proprovensalpiovenfalprovenalvenaidenalvenal troubadoursTroubadours baltimoreBalti moremoie 1946 p 378 speaking of the new inin
terest taken inin the theory after the first world war by burdachbardach and singer
makes the statement that ribera had long before been the strongest defender
of the andalusian origin of the troubadour versification an idea which
appears to have been first advocated inin print by the jesuit P juan andres
inin the last decade of the xviiithxvilith century

angel Gonzigonzalezleziez palencia inin his historiaHistoltdiialra de la literatureliteraturaliter atura ardbigoarabigo espanola
barcelona 1945 p 310 also credits andres with having advanced the

theory for the first time inin the eighteenth century neither nykl nor gon
zalez palencia mentions lampillasLampillas
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valencia and majorca and that it had spread from spain this
letter was occasioned by the dispute which grew out of the
claims of lampillasLampillas and the investigations which it caused
cian reports on the famous letter as follows

E fin d ora curiosocurioso fasslFassirassi1 assisterefassistereassistere alle ozioseodiose dispute che questi
eruditieruditeruditei digiuni del provenzale facevanofacevano con mirabile dis
involtura intornoentorno alai barattericarattericarat teri della lingua trovadoricatrova dorica e alle
sue relazionirelazioni con altre su di che landres inin quella medemedesimasirna
lettera scrivevascriveva che sotto il nome di provenzaliprovenzaniProven zali sienoslenosienosleno stati
compresicomplesicom presi catalanicatalancataian valenzanivalenzanoValen zani e maiorchiniMaiorchini non ammetteadmette
alcunalaun dubbiodebbio ciogioglo616gig che il11 signsigr ab lampillasLampillas asserisceasseriasserisceasseri sce e non
prova ed lo10io cerco di provareprovart ma non ardiscocardisco d asserireasserireasserirerire e
che la lingua e poesiajoesia provenzale siaslasiasla piupluplipil catalana che
francese e che dalla spagnasiaSpagspagnanasiasiasla passatacassata nella francia no al
contrariocontrarlocontrarloarioarioarlo se qualche espressioneespres sione del barbieri dara lumi su
questo meriterameritera certamentecertamente d esserecessere ri levata io osservo
nellindicenell indice deidel codicicodicil de lei citati che una volta si dice lingua
catalana la provenzale ma vi sarannosaraino altre espressioniespres sioni piuplupri
conchiudenti 20 cittoriacittorioCittorio cian limmigrazioneLimmigrazione dei gesuinigesuiti
spagnuoli leftlettifftletterstletteratlelteratierdterat i 11zin dallaitaliaraliadaila p 29.29

the knowledge which andres had of spanish literature his
examination of the long forgotten ancient writers his study
on the origin and development of modern languages and
their poetry the style of ancient spanish and provenprovencalal poets
and many other difficult but necessary investigations led him to
the conclusion which to many seemed a ridiculous paradox
that modern literature had as its mother the arabic not only
inin the field of bellas letras but also in the other sciences

para manifestarmanifestmanifesterar todavia mejor la influencia de los arabesarabs
en la cultura de europa he querido traer algunos inventosinventinventorsos
cuyo honor se disputandisputantdisputan inutilmente muchas nacionesmacionesnac iones siendo
asi que los debemosdelemos a aquellosarquellos el papel los n6merosnumerosnumerofnumeros la
polvorap6lvorapolvira y la bruxulabr6xula han llegadoalegado hasta nosotrosvosotrosnosotros por medio

2itait it is still interesting to witness the disputes that these learned men
who did not know the Provenprovencalgalcalcai language carried on with admirable aplomb
concerning the nature of the troubadour language and its relationship to
others andres wrote about it in that same letter that under the name of
provenprovencalal had been included the cataloniansCatalonians the valenciansvalencianoValenc ians and the major
cans there was no doubt that which lampillasLam pillas asserted but did not prove
and that which I1 seek to prove but am not anxious to assert is that the pro-
vencalven al language and poetry are more catalonian than french and that they
passed from spain to france and not vice versa if some quotationsotationsnotations from
barbieri will throw light on this they will certainly merit beingveingbeing revealed
I1 observe in the index of the codex quoted by him that once the provencal
language is referred to as catalan but there are probably other statements
which are more conclusive
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de los arabesarabs 211 l juan andr6sorigenandres0ngen progprogresospwesosreyosresos y estado
actual de toda la l1leraturalitoaturairtolito atura 1I xviiixvmbvm xivxiv

andresandr6sandras s investigations led him to the discovery that the
types of poetry used by the Proprovencalvenalvenai poets were correspondent
to those used by the arabs of the same and earlier periods

see andres 11II 747574 75 although he reached this conclusion
he had no dated arabic examples of poetry to back his claim
recent discoveries are now showing that his conclusions were
essentially correct he also discovered that the arabs had
poetic academies before italy france and the christian part of
spainspam see andres 1I 46162461 62

although andres was a remarkable scholar and was cor
rectredrea inin many of his conclusions he was not entirely free from
error although the original manuscript of the french epic
la chanson de roland had not yet been discovered the epic
hero had been known for centuries inin spain many legends
had grown up and these had given riserise to other poems in all
languages of europe concerning the great hero andres firmly
believed that the first romance about charlemagne s expedi-
tion into spain and the battle inin which roland was wounded
was written inin spanish later translated or adapted into french
and imitated inin italy he felt that this fact was a decisive
factor inin proving that poetry had its origin inin arabic and came
into europe through spanish andres 11II 798079 80

this theory that the knightly hero was of arabic and
spanish origin need not seem so strange when we consider that
it was a widely accepted notion that the tradition of courtly
love and the serenadingserenading of ladies by gentlemen came from
the spanish arabs 2212 even bettinelliBettmelli so reticent to attribute
anything to spainspam concedes this

sin dall anno 1065 i1 monmorimorl di spagna erano giunti a gran
colturacollura di vivere cordova potevapoleva dirst laa loro atene e
Abderamo il loro augusto la mollezzamol lezza ili1ia lusso I11 arti gli
amoriamon vi furonoforono in voga e a sommo studio di dilicatezza
sembra di la esser venuta la cavalleriavallenavaliena romanzescaromanzesca pelpeipet
gluochigiuochigiunchiglugiuochtochi pugne corse fatte in presenza delle donne e pre
miatediate per loro mano come la musicamusica e la joesiapoesia amorosa

in order to manifest eveneen better the influence of the arabs on the cul
ture of europe I1 have sought to refer to some inventions the honor for the
discovery of which isis being disputed by many nations inin vainvalnvainvaln sincesince we owe
them to the arabs paper numerals gun powder and the compass have all
come to us through the arabs

12 see saveriosaveno bettinelli rlsorgimentorisorgimento ditaliadltaliad1faliadltalia deglinegli studi nelle aittartiarriarrl e

necostumi dopo il mille bassano 1786 part 1I page 11
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con cui celebravancelebravan ie belle 23 bettinelli risorgimento 11I1 919
note

this admission that the arabs were the source of the european
chivalric tradition seems also to be an argument that the arabs
were the source of provencal literature if piccolo s statement
is correct

la poesiajoesia dei trovatoretrovatoritrovatori essendoessendon nel convincimento pressocchepressocch&
generalegenerate una manifestazionemanifestazione della mentalitamentalitymen talita cavallerescacavalle resca il
probproblernaproblemaproblemsprolernablemaierna delle boriginiorigini della cavalleria si converticonvert nel prob
lema delle boriginiorigini della letteraturaletteratura provenzale 24 piccolo
p 130.130150

juan andresandr6sandras claims that the spanish arabs were writing
books on music theory while the rest of europe had no more
idea of it than the psalms and antiphoniesantiphonies it is not entirely
impossible that the first vernacular songs were those which
were written by alfonso X who transferred the arab taste for
popular music into spanish this seems even more logical
explains andres when we consider that the spaniards took
some musical instruments from the arabs some of which are
still used today and that these instruments spread along with
the new taste for vernacular music through france where
they were known by the name of mormoriscosmorisescosiscoscos DOS cosas insinuinsina
argare una es que si los provenzalesProvenzales tomaronkomaron de los arabesarabs
el exemplo de poetizarpoetizerpoetizar habranhabrdnhabrda igualmenteigualmente recibidorecibido de los
mismoslismos el uso de aplicar la musica a la poesiajoesia 25 andres
11II 61 note

andres like lampillasLampillas held the view that ancient pro-
vencal was not limited to southwestern france but that it ex-
tended southward into eastern spain this opinion seems to
have been held by many eighteenth century scholars among
whom was gaspar escolano a valencian writer whom andres
quotes as an authority on the languages that pertain to spain

23 As far back as 1065 the moors of spain achieved a very high level of
culture cordova could be called their athens and abderamoAbderamo their augustus
effeminacy luxury the arts and courtly love were in vogue there and they
attained the utmost refinement it appears that from there came the adven-
turous chivalry with its games jousts and races which were carried on in the
presence of the ladies and rewarded by their hands as well as the music and
poetapoet7poetry of love with which beauty was honored

the poetry of the troubadoursTroubadours being according to general acceptance
a manifestation of the chivalric mentality the problem of the origin of
chivalry converts itself into the problem of the origin of Provenprovencalgaigal literature

2311251121111 I shall suggest two things one is that if the provenprovencalsalscalsais took from
the arabs the tradition of poetizingpoet izing they also took from them the custom of
setting poetry to music
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la terceramercera y ultima lengua maestra de las de espana es la
lemosinalimosinalemosina y mismlsmas general que todas por ser la que se
hablabahabbaba en provenza y toda la guyenagoyena y en la francia
g6ticagoticaboticagatica y la que agora se habla en el Principrinclprincipadoprmcipadoprincipatopado de cataluna
reyno de valencia islas de mallorca menorca ibizairiza y sar
dena 26 part 1I lib I1 cap XIV

don antonio basterobalteroBastero inin the preface of crusca provencalprovenzalProvenzal
rome 1724 also gives the catalanscatalanaCatalans credit for having cre-

ated the language spoken inin provence and of having taken it
into france along with their political rule just as they later
spread it through the kingdom of valencia and the balearic
and sardinian islands

although most people according to andres refer to the
french who live inin the langue d oc region as provencalsprovenqalsProven calscais this
was not the case anciently originally the language was not
called Provenprovencalgalgai but catalan and the people who spoke it
were also called catalan esto lo10 compruebacomprueba la sobredicha
disputadisputedisputa en la qual alberto tomandocomando la parte de los cata
lanes baxobabo este nombrecombre comprehendecomprehendedcomprehende tambientambi6ntambiev los gasconesvasconesGascones
provenzalesProvenzales lemosinesLemo sines bearnesesBearneses y vianesesVianeses 27 andres II11

64 andres also cites several ancient and modern french
authors who concur that the langue doc was the spanish cata-
lan language and that it isis referred to by some as catalana
francesa all of which proved to him as it had to lampillasLampillas
that spain was the originator and mother of the provencal
language and poetry hence the source of modern poetry

pero para venirvenir mismlsmas particularmenteparticular mente a nuestro asunto la

poesiajoesia provenzalprovencalprovenzal no se cultivocultiv6cuativo menos en espanaespalla que en
francia y asiasiasl tal vez puedebuede decirsedecirce de esta mismlsmas que de la
lengua que naci6nacianacio en cataluna y paso despues a francia 281211

andres 11II 666766 67

after andres had published his work inin 1782 one of his
fellow spanish jesuits esteban arteaga inin a note inin his book

6 the third and last principal language among those of spain isis the
limousinlimousineLi mousin and it isis even more general than the rest because it was spoken
inin provence and inin all of guyenne and inin gothic france and it isis the
language which isis now spoken inin the principality of catalonia the kingdom
of valencia the islands of mallorca menorca fiuza and sardinia

7 the forementioned dispute proves this for inin it alberto taking the
side of the cataloniansCat alonians under this name included also the gasconsgasconeGascons pro
encalsencalaencals limousinslimousinesLimous ins bearnesebearneaseBearnese and vianese

21but28 but to come more directly to our subject provencal poetry was cul
tivated no less inin spain than inin france and it can probably be said of the
poetry even more than of the language that it was born inin catacataloniailonia and
afterwards passed into france
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rivoluzionirwoluziom opposed the theory of arabic origins taking the
stand that Proprovencalvenalvenai poetic models were to be found not in
arabic but in lowtow latin and ancient nordic songs he felt that
a note would be sufficient to combat the theory but when in
1790 giammaria barbieri s book was published by tiraboschi 2921

who had enlisted the aid of andres and pla because of their
knowledge of the catalan language which he felt would
facilitate the interpretation of provencal poetry arteaga was
no longer content with a mere note he wrote a long disserta-
tion of 118 pages dellinfluenzaDell influenza deglidegldegiderii arabiarabdrab i fullsullfulisulloriginesulloriginorigineorigin e della
poesiapoeszapresza modeanamoderna inm europa rome 1791 in which he politely
disagreed with tiraboschi but his respectful tone prevented
further polemic 30

although there were several scholars during the nineteenth
century who upheld the theory no great discoveries were made
which might be presented as proof either for or against it it
has not been until the last forty five or fifty years that the
theory has inspired more fruitful investigation julian ribera s
discourse before the royal spanish academy in 1912 added
new fuel to the smoldering problem and awakened an interest
in such great contemporary scholars as menendez pidal gon-
zalez palencia and others

menendez pidal has produced evidence from christian
chroniclers of the early twelfth century of the poetic activity
among the arabs at that time and the testimonies of arabic
writers indicating that a cordoveseCordovese poet at the end of the ninth
century imitated songs of christians who lived within the
mussulman dominions 10lo cual nos permitiaperditiapermitia afirmarafirmar que
tambientambi6ntambiev los cristianoscaristianosCrist ianos de andaluciaandaleciaAndalucia beniantenian sus cancionescanc iones
siglos mismasmas antiguosantiguas que las de los cancioneroscancioneros gallego portu
guesesgneses 31 menendez pidal los origeneson renesgenes de las literaturesliteraturasliteraturas
romromanicasnicas a la luz de un descubnmientodescubrimiento recientecrecientereciente p 19.19iglg

2justajustjust how much influence lampillarampillaLam pilla s engayoensayo had upon tiraboschi s
newly found interest in arabic origins is not known it is probably great
andres had been moved by his own admission to investigate the theory by
what lampillasLampillas had written but it is doubtful that tiraboschi the main op-
ponent of lampillasLampillas s engayoensayo would have made any such confession

for a more detailed discussion concerning barbieri s stand and the
polemic over the arabic theory between tiraboschi and arteaga see frances-
co piccolo op cit ppap 196919 69

all of which permits us to affirm that the christians of andalusia also
had their songs which were centuries older than the galgaigalicianician portuguese
cancionerosCancioneros
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the investigations of the arabistsArabists julian ribera and A R

nykl the egyptian abdalazizabdulazizAbdal aziz al ahwaniadwani and professor E

garcia gomez have given us testimonies of two arabic writers
of the twelfth century aben bassam and alat hajarihijari who af-
firm that a well known poet of cabra named mucaddammccaddamMucaddam in-
vented a new poetic genre the muwashshaha a form which
broke from the classical arabic meters and which permitted a
final strophe written either in vulgar arabic or in the ro-
mance of the christians this poet flourished from 888 to 912

it was hoped that some of the muwashshahas containing
romance could be found but none had at the time of menen-
dez pidalpidafss writing the scholars responsible for these dis-
coveriesco had to content themselves with another arabic his
panic poetic form the zelei a type of muwashshaha without
the final verses in the vernacular but which are written in
conversational arabic with occasional romance words and
phrases of particular interest is the collection of aben guz-
manman who died in 1160 his zelei number 82 has a complete
verse in romance which sings of the coming of dawn alba
alba es de luz en nuevo dia 32 a verse which according to
menendez pidal belongs to a albada mozarabemozarabe or a tra-
dition of dawn alba aube songs and what is most signifi-
cant el genero literarioerariolit de la albada era popular entre los
cristianoscaristianosCristianos de andaluciaandaleciaAnd alucia medio siglo antes que se escribianescribian
las primerasprimeras albadasambadas provenzalesprovenzales hoy conservadasconservadas las cuales
pertenecen a fines del siglo XIIXIL 33 menendez pidal p 25.25

the dawn song a poem in which two lovers lament the arrival
of morning the hour of painful separation in provence always
has a refrain in which appears the word alba announcing the
arrival of a new day this word appears three times in the
song attributed to rimbautrambaut de vaqueirasVaque iras end of twelfth cen-
tury L alba I11 alba oc I11 alba well exclaims menendez
pidal now we know that much earlier it was done in cordoba
also repeating alba alba this is an isolated example but
according to this scholar i para muestranuestra basta un boton34boton 34

in 1948 professor S M stern announced the discovery of
twenty hebrew muwashshahas which had been imitated from

321 dawn dawn a new day is breaking
the literary genre known as the dawn song was popular among the

christians of andalusia a half century before the first provencal dawn songs
which are preserved today were written which was at the end of the twelfth
century

only one button is needed as a sample
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the arabic and which did have final verses in very archaic
spanish A little later stern published a muwashshaha in
arabic with final romance verses and garcia gomez isis study-
ing another series of arabic texts others including francisco
cantera and damaso ajonsoafonso are engaged in very important
tasks which promise to shed more light on the problem

A R nykl in his hispano arabic poetry and irsitsrrstrs relation
with the old provencal troubadoursTrouba dours assures us that within
poitou the harsh poitevin dialect could hardly have appealed to
people whose character attracted them towards the south we
may he says consider the population of this corner of france
as psychologically akin in many ways to the celtiberiansCeltiberians of
spain extending from the basque provinces to galicia A simi-
lar connecting population linked southern france through
roussillon with cerdagneCerdagne aragon navarre and catalonia
within this entire region the population would be inclined to
enjoy the songs and melodies of the same general kind

the situation could be briefly stated thus what is now called
old provencal poetry was formed in its beginning about
1100 AD from elements which were partly autochthonous
and partly imitated from the poetic activity in the neighbor-
ing christian muslim world inin such of its aspects as hap-
pened to please the contemporary meridional taste especially
at the courts of noblemen guillaume IX of poitiers and the
first troubadoursTroubadours gave these new forms a vogue and later
a further eclectic elaboration of form and content took place
when after 1200 AD following the crusades against the
albigenses the social conditions and taste changed and too
much learning replaced the freshness of feeling and the
novelty of joyful melodies old provenprovencalal poetry gradually
died of excessive codification and crobartrobar ciusrius nykl p
373373.573575

guillaume of poitiers who is generally regarded as one of
the first Proprovencalvenalvenai troubadoursTrouba dours had a very close connection
with spain nykl tells us that sancho the king of aragon
was related by marriage to the count of toulouse when
sancho died in 1094 the twenty two year old queen philippa
accepted a marriage proposal from guillaume de poitiers and
toward the end of 1094 became his wife it is not unlikely he
says and his argument is based on speculation rather than
fact that in her suite there were singers acquainted with the
andalusian ways of composing songs from whom guillaume
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may have learned something if we compare forms of poetry
used by guillaume marcabruMarcabru and rudel with the forms which
were current in contemporary muslim spain as well as in the
east we cannot fail to find considerable analogies which can
only be explained by imitation or adaptation not by indepen-
dent invention nykl p 379.379579

the status of the theory at the present time seems to be as
follows some of the foremost scholars in the field are con-
verted to the idea that julian ribera s assertion is correct and
they are searching for further conclusive proof that further
evidence will be found there is little doubt judging from the
recent findings but whether or not sufficient proof of a con-
clusive nature can be produced which will have enough impact
to overcome the inertia of conservative traditional beliefs is

questionable
xavier lampillasLampillas was not responsible for all the research

that has gone into the theory of arabic origins for the prob-
lem was not entirely original with him however he did give
impetus to the investigations which began in the late eighteenth
century since he was responsible for the interest which andres
took in the problem and for the activity of tiraboschi in this
area of study the thesis which lampillasLampillas advanced far from
being disproved has become the subject of much research and
has been substantiated to the satisfaction of many scholars
lampillasLampillas has never received proper credit for his part in the
advancement of the theory he was actually a prime motivator
in the investigations which have been conducted since his time
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WINONA F THOMAS

grampa s hands looked like big hairy spiders as he caught
hold of the edge of the lunch table to lift himself to his feet
when I1 saw him looking at me I1 drew my shoulders up by
my ears and huddled low in my chair

laura he said his watery eyes glaring at me from under
his bushy red tinted eyebrows get me my wraps and ill go
and see how things are up at the barn

I1 hurried to do what he said when I1 handed him his cap
and coat he squeezed my arm

don t stand there like a stump he said pushing me
stumbling toward the table get the table sided and the
dishes washed

mama is little dark eyed and pretty people say that I1 look
like her she put her arm across my shoulder

ill do the dishes myself she said laura has helped
me all morning A girl needs to have time to play on satur-
days her face is so pale that it looks like she needs some
sunshine to put pinkness into her cheeks she turned to me
you should take your sled and go up on the hill there s a

group of boys and girls up there
bu bu bu but iiii1111liliIIII1111I1 I1 I1 I1 d d d don t wa

id have liked to tell her how the boys jerk my sled on the
steepest place on the hill or toss sticks under the runners so
that the sled stops quick and I1 fall off but talking takes me
too long

you do as your mother says grampa snapped
he put on his wraps and got the steak bone from his plate

As he stepped out of the door he leaned his cane against the
house and took the short handled pitchfork he always carried
when he walked outside I1 watched him as he staggered up the
path jabbing the fork tines deep into the frozen snow to bal-
ance himself

fluffy my gray cat came out from under the granary
walking on three legs she had walked that way since the
time a year age when she was so anxious for her milk that
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she had put her paws on the edge of the milk bucket and
lapped at the foam when grampa set it down I1 knew that
she shouldnshouldna t but I1 couldncoulden t get to her fast enough to save her
grampa said some awful words and shoved the tines of the
pitchfork right into her she didndian t die but when she got well
she couldncoulden t use her one leg now I1 wondered why he coaxed
her along by letting her smell of the bone he usually scattedscatter
her away

when he came back and settled down by the heater I1

tucked my jeans into the top of my boots and put on my red
coat scarf and mittens I1 reached into the cupboard for a scrap
of meat for fluffy and my arm bumped a bottle of jelly and
sent it rolling across the kitchen linoleum

you stupid idiot grampa said half rising from his chair
and striking me across the back with his cane 1 I don t see why
your folks don t put you in the nut house where you belong

don t you ever do anything like that again mama said to
him if anyone is sent away it won t be she

she held me tight and wiped away my tears
you mean me huh I1 guess there s not room enough

for both of us around here any more
go on dear mama said ill clean up the floor

As I1 started up the path grampa put his head out of the
door

you stay away from the barn he called A barn is no
place for a girl to play

bu bu bu but
don t you bu bu bu but me do what your mother said for

you to do
he watched me as I1 came back and went up through the

orchard pulling my sled
I1 was thinking how nicenice it was before grampa came to

our house to live he had visited us when I1 was little but he
never even looked at me he liked my little brother tommy
everyone liked tommy he was so cute

you can have the upstairs bedroom mama said when
grampa came with his shabby bags and boxes

he was her father but he looked at her like he hated her
1 I won t have an upstairs room he rapped out if I1

could climb steps I1 could still climb hills and mountains and
wouldnwouldnt t have to quit herding sheep
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but grampa we only have two bedrooms downstairs
jack and I1 have one and the children have the other mama
said

then the kids will have to move
he packed his things in and dumped them on my nice

clean bed
tommy and I1 hated sleeping upstairs it was so far that

sometimes mama and daddy didndian t hear us when we called
we often cried ourselves to sleep

just before christmas time I1 caught the measles and was
awfully sick when I1 was better tommy got them and was
so sick that he died grampa cried and threw his cane at me

she did it he yelled sort of blubbering she s a mur-
derer

he came toward me with his hands out like he wanted to
choke me I1 threw my arms around daddy s waist and hid be-
hind him

stop that grampa daddy said very cross we all feel
bad but no one is to blame don t ever let me hear you say
such a thing again

he didndian t say it out loud but he d sit and look at me and
shape the word with his mouth it made my heart hurt deep
in my chest

they buried tommy just before christmas mama put a
new teddy bear in the little coffcoffinin to keep him from being too
lonesome I1 cry now every time I1 think of him down there in
the dark all alone

grampa seldom spoke to me but his eyes followed me and
made me think of fluffy s when she is ready to spring on a
mouse to kill it

after tommy died I1 had to sleep upstairs all alone it was
worse than before when mama tucked me in bed and turned
off the light id shut my eyes tight and cover my head with
the blanket each time the stairs creaked I1 imagined it was
grampa coming up to kill me I1 didndian t dare to open my eyes
for fear of seeing him there with his fingers ready to put
around my throat and squeeze he told mama that he couldncoulden t
climb the stairs but I1 knew he could I1 heard him up there
one day when I1 came home from school early I1 crept outside
and waited until mama and daddy came home
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I1 didndian t like to think of tommy down there inin the dark
all alone but I1 couldncoulden t think of anything else since grampa
said I1 killed him I1 thought maybe it was my fault and that I1

should be choked my throat ached all the time my head felt
like it had a tight band around it and my stomach was sick and
vomitycomity it got so that I1 had to jerk my chin and shut my eyes
before I1 could start to talk to people it was only when I1 talked
to fluffy and the other animals that the words came out
right

when I1 got up into the orchard where grampa couldncoulden t
see me I1 leaned my sled up against the corral fence and
climbed over it so I1 could go into the barn through the north
door after the brightness of the sun shining on the snow the
barn was dark and cold but I1 liked the smell of the hay and
the cattle they made it seem a friendly place

kitty kitty I1 called running through the tunnel daddy
had cut in the hay

fluffy didndian t come maybe she was in her box I1 had fixed
for her in the hayloft maybe she was having her kittens if she
was I1 hoped grampa wouldnwouldnt t find them and drown them
like he had the last ones she had those in the granary and they
were only a few days old when I1 saw grampa come out
through the door with something in his hat and fluffy trot-
ting along by his side looking up at him I1 knew he had the
kittens he went through the garden toward the canal I1 ran
and caught hold of his arm he pushed me away and dumped
them into the water they put out their little pink paws and
started to swim on the swift water I1 got a stick and fluffy
and I1 ran along the bank and tried to save them but they went
over the weir and drowned both fluffy and 1I were sick after-
ward

kitty kitty I1 called again
I1 found her inside the south door her head was mashed

in and blood and gray stuff oozed out of the cracks grampa s

meat bone lay by her A bloody hairy spot on the side of the
calf pen showed where he must have hit her head as he swung
her around by the tail

I1 kneeled down in the scattered hay and stroked her she
didndian t move or purr or anything she was all dirty like he had
wiped his boot on her now she could never make herself all
clean and smooth with her little pink tongue I1 felt the bumps
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in her stomach where the kittens were they were dead too
I1 would never get to see what they looked like my heart hurt
and my throat ached I1 wanted to cry but I1 couldncoulden t as I1 carried
her up to the hayloft

I1 had laid her down in her box and sat down on my crossed
legs by her when I1 heard the door of the calf stable pushed
open it was grampa he started to gather the litter up from
the floor with his pitchfork and toss it out of the window I1

was terrified my heart pounded and I1 hardly dared to breathe
when I1 thought of what he might do to me if he found me
there my teeth chattered until I1 slowly brought my mittened
hand up to cover my mouth so he wouldnwouldnt t hear them I1 didndian t
dare to shift my position or straighten out my cramped legs
I1 just sat there and shivered

he went back outside and came into the barn through the
south door he stood there letting his eyes get used to the
dimness then he looked for fluffy when he couldncoulden t see
her he peered into the dark corners and the tunnel I1 knew
he was thinking he hadnhaan t quite killed her and she had crawled
away after a minute he took the straw puller and his pitch-
fork and went to get clean straw for the calves to lie down on

the straw pile almost filled that end of the barn rain and
melted snow had leaked in on the rounded top and frozen
into a heavy roof by pulling the dry straw from underneath
daddy and grampa had dug a deep cave under it the ice
was left jutting out at the top As grampa backed out with
his fork load of straw a big piece of ice broke off and started
to slip it would hit him

L 1 1 look out I1 screamed staggering to stand up on my
numb legs

grampa fell back into the straw as the ice hit the floor
and shattered into bits he got up brushing the chaff from his
beard and clothes as he squinted up at me he didndian t once
look at the broken ice but leaned on his pitchfork his face
twitching and his mouth opening and closing like a gasping
fish his dark eyes drew together until I1 felt like I1 was looking
into the double barrels of daddy s shot gun

so you you he screamed but he slobberedslobbererslobbered until he
couldncoulden t talk you you come down here and I1 m going to
teach you to do what you re told
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he held his fist high in its dirty woolen mitten and shook
it at me I1 couldncoulden t move I1 was so frightened

come down or ill fetch you down he was still scream-
ing

I1 knew he couldncoulden t climb up to where I1 was he must have
thought the same thing because his voice quieted down and
when he spoke each word was like a bee sting

come down he said through his broken yellow teeth
if you don t ill throw this pitchfork right through you

I1 reached up and held onto the sloping cobweb covered
rafters over my head I1 knew he could do what he said he had
thrown a pitchfork at daddy s prize hereford bull and the
tines went right through his neck he had staggered around
the yard dragging the fork and dripping blood until he dropped
to his knees and rolled onto his side and died

come down his voice cracked like a whip
As I1 took a step forward he pulled off his mitten and

clutched the fork handle with his white knuckled hand as he
raised it above his head and pointed it like a spear I1 couldncoulden t
take my eyes from the tines that shone beneath the manure
covered shank

something snapped above his head and I1 looked up more
ice broke loose I1 put my mittened hands over my mouth to
shut off a scream and tried to close my eyes they wouldnwouldnt t
shut

my legs gave way under me and I1 sat down on the hay as
the ice struck him it spoiled his aim the fork hit the edge
of the heavy beam that held up the hayloft and dangled there
one tine deep in the wood

his legs in their dirty boots twitched a little and were
quiet I1 knew he was dead now he couldncoulden t call me a mur-
derer anymore I1 could have my bedroom back again he
couldncoulden t kill any more of my kittens I1 stood up slowly my
head felt nice and clear and the achynessachyness left my throat
without looking again at the broken ice I1 let myself down
from the hayloft and ran out of the barn

the world was so clean and fresh it looked like the lord
had just made it every twig on the orchard trees was downy
with frost the sun turned the edges of everything to gold and
the trees made feathery blue shadows on the white ground I1

felt warm and at peace as I1 lay down on my sled and with
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a push from my foot went sailing down the orchard slope
I1 stayed there coasting until I1 saw mama coming to get me
at supper time

where are you laura she called are you all right
1 I m up here mama and oh yes everything is all right

now



0 cross the old horror and fear of you are gone
christ has redeemed you from the wrath of god
his blood becomes your elixir at golgotha
where it fell to the earth it redeemed
and so you are changed where you grow
from wormwood to moly you are polished
smooth the church of the elect
fair tower of david where the shields of god
repose on your doubled ramparts
all men and I1 come to you refuge
you hold the gates of hell ajar
your image across them crosses me
may you keep me from their captivity

translated by clinton F larson from
theoremestheoremsTheo remes spiritualsspirituels by jean de la ceppdeceppedecoppede



snake A moment of consciousness

ROBERT 0 DALTON

D H lawrence s unique poetry has received new recogni-
tion some of the old criticisms seem feeble many of them
revolve around his lack of conventional poetic form it has
been said that lawrence s poetry quite misses being customary
free verse that he produced inferior poetry akin to some of
whitman s lesser pieces T S eliot considers lawrence s

poetry in reality unfinished preparation for poetry he had
created a beginning a sort of prose outline with his writing
but had not bothered to carry through and produce an artistic
work an organic whole A alvarez in his fine essay D H
lawrence the single state of man counters the criticisms
of the lack of form in lawrence s poetry he explains that
lawrence was not an indifferent craftsman he was attempting
to record his insights his feelings as they were experienced
he endeavored to be intense enough in his poetry to transmit
his feelings with verity his struggle to gain a complete truth
to feeling 2 could not be hindered by conventional poetic
form it does appear that the more form lawrence imposed
upon his thought the less successful his poetry is close rhyme
regular beat seem to cut off circulation from his poetry and
in his own interpretation of free verse lawrence explains that
those who err in their understanding of his free verse fail to
comprehend that the style follows no cut pattern but isis a law
of its own one might write and the impression captured with
honesty would make the free verse the verse would not be
imposed upon the recorded perception though lawrence s

frieda stated that lawrence as artificer worked and reworked
his poetry after it was written from initial impulse lawrence
essays then to catch what he calls the instant the quick
understanding flowing from an instant of pure consciousnessconsciousness

a perception which flows sensitively from the soul and will

alvarez D H lawrence the single state of man A D H lawrence
miscellany ed harry T moore carbondale ill111111.ililii southern illinois univer-
sity press 1959 p 343

ibid p 342
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not stand being tampedcamped immediately into a framework and
whittled at severely but we are not merely excusing lawrence
stating that getting away from sanctioned poetic form is justi-
fiable on any pretext his struggle to snare the instant the
quick is not easy working up enough poetic intensity in the
writing to transfer a feeling which is with one for a moment
as part of his deep inner self is no simple task

the form of a poem is not the only criterion by which it
may be judged this may not be in fact the most important
aspect for judgment although without other strengths to off-
set or to explain say peculiarities or deficiencies of form one
might certainly discard a poem because of the writer s ineptness
regarding form sloppy rhyme inadequate meter common
speech to make a poem succeed causing the reader to respond
the poet must manage to create a mutual feeling or under-
standing between himself and the reader this might be called
a kind of compassionate agreement which is based upon feeling
arising from reading and comprehending the poet s intentions
if the reader can enter into sympathetic agreement with the
poet that is if he can concur with the author s attitude to-
ward his subject in the poem if the reader can also agree that
the tone of the poem is appropriate to the subject then he
will be satisfied regarding the poet s honesty and sincerity
on the other hand if it appears that the author s bearing or
posture behind his poem differs from the tone of the poem
one would conclude that unless the poet has some secondary
motive for pretending an emotion the poet is being hypo-
critical for example a reader who considered the tone of a

poem tragic but who also suspected the author s attitude to-
ward the subject to be one of mere frivolity might justifiably
feel furious for such hypocrisy what we are attempting to
say then is that a poem may seem wanting in form lawr-
ence again has been criticized for this but succeed because
of its impact upon the intelligent reader an impact stemming
from the author s intense desire to convey the truth though
we ignore the fact that A alvarez defends lawrence saying
that there is indeed form in his seeming formlessness we may
justify his poetry from this other angle the aspect of esthetic
honesty if lawrence is nothing else he is profoundly earnest
in his attempt to capture and convey an insight which he ex-
periencesperien ces in for example snake
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admittedly snake is lacking in conventional form it is
written in free verse in which the rhythmic pattern seems falter-
ing and uncertain the images appear strewn planlessly
through the poem it isis cluttered with cliches like undignified
haste dreadful hole finished him off writhed like
lightning stared with fascination hence if one were to
judge this poem solely on form one might despite alvarez s

defense look askance at it yet the poem is a remarkable
achievement we hesitate to say that it is an accomplishment in
spite of its faults for with lawrence s intense effort to catch his
instant the deceptive carelessness of form is hardly a fault

after all supposing that lawrence did not know what he was
doing in snake would be another matter the scattered
images the cliches the free verse would indicate a poet hardly
inin control of his medium this isis not the case with lawrence
he is exerting power over his material all the way and being
in control he is able to arouse the reader s sympathies causing
him to enter into sympathetic agreement with lawrence
through his poem

pursuing lawrence s snake further let us try to deter-
mine what he perceived in his instant snake is from
lawrence s collection entitled birds beasts and flowers a
group of poems which have been thought of by some as mere
vivid fragments of description falling considerably short of
the conventional ideal because of carelessness of form they
are much more than this and one reason they are we have
mentioned lawrence struggles intensely to relate honestly the
feelings which well up in him in an acutely conscious moment
he labors to get as close as possible to what he really feels in
1923 lawrence finished this collection in new mexico the
collection belongs to a larger group of unrhymingrhymingun poems
which he began after his marriage and continued until his
death some critics kenneth rexroth for example consider
these poems representative of the mature lawrence in master-
ful control or as lawrence himself might say under the con-
trol of his demon

lawrence as the story goes living temporarily in taormina
sicily arose one morning and went outdoors to the water
trough for a drink As he arrived he noticed a snake gliding
from a hole in the garden wall he stood pitcher in hand
watching the long yellow snake sip from the basin the reptile
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lifted his head looked at lawrence then drank again lawr-
ence recognized the snake as poisonous felt afraid and upon
overcoming his fear picked up a log and as the snake returned
to its hole threw the log at it he missed but caused the snake
to lose its dignity and hurry from sight the emotion lawrence
had succeeding that of fear was shame for having tried to
destroy it his feeling was that though the creature was inin-
deed venomous it was beautiful kingly this is then essen-
tially lawrence s experience which resulted in snake but
there isis more to be appreciated in the poem than the vivid
description of an autobiographical incident

running through lawrence s prose works isis a theme which
might be summed up as conflict between excessively mental
man and lawrence s idea of his counterpart vital earthy man
he had in mind that a man or woman functioning only as part
of an artificial society dependent upon mind could not fulfill
himself lawrence discusses in his criticism for example the
degeneration of the sexual act between man and woman into
something dirty as the result of sex being mentalized and not
kept as he might say in the loins where it belongs making
an act which should be a natural and beautiful part of the
human function something shamefully covert takes from it
the joyous spontaneity which it deserves our civilization has
made intercourse an action to be dwelled upon mentally
nastiedhastiednastied played with to stimulate eroticism this state lawr-
ence would say is the result of a mechanized civilization in
which ultracerebralultracerebral man has made sex a dirty little secret 11

in this modern attitude toward sex there is falseness for the
very naturalness of the act making of it something mentalized
neither before or after but an instinctive physical function is

its truth to nature and such an acceptance by a man and a
woman helps fulfill their relationship agreement between
lawrence and T S eliot concerning the degeneracy of man s

point of view concerning sexual relations is evident here eliot
points in the wasteland to the nonexistencenonexistence of meaning or
fulfillment for people because this creative function has sunk
to dirty talk and passive boredom the perversion of this
natural act contributes to lawrence s theme he rejects the
synthetic sterile modern culture and pleads for fidelity to a

living and primitive culture inin which man follows his natural
emotions and instincts rather than the machinations of a mind
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imbued with the doctrines of contemporary civilization lawr-
ence is convinced that the man is not really alive who follows
the dictates of his mind alone and represses his natural desires

instincts which filter up from his lower consciousness he
thought the conflict between the cerebral consciousness and
natural man could be resolved only by one s following what
he called blood consciousness in opposition to the mechan-
ized synthetic society of lawrence s era as well as today then
is the natural world in which man following his blood con-
sciousnesssciousness will become more acutely sensitive to the natural
world and the creatures in it as he follows his instincts forget-
ting his mental indoctrination

now we begin to see in snake as in other of lawrence s

successful poems why in form they are seemingly careless in
the endeavor to identify himself more closely with the natural
world that man is really a part of lawrence must to achieve
such an association write with as much naturalness as pos-
sible getting away from what he would consider man s arti-
ficial structuring of words to fit some preconceived goal
since as we mentioned lawrence was in control of his mate-
rial and knew what he was about a poem like snake does
not fail from a formal point of view lawrence is striving to
feel deeply enough to attain some realization from out of an
identification through blood consciousness with the world of
nature to which lawrence believes we belong and through
which we can fulfill ourselves as for example we have dis-
cussed in connection with the sexual act to transfer the re-
ceived intuition to us lawrence forsakes purely formal poetic
method and keeps close to his natural feelings essaying to
capture that perception of the moment and in its securing
lies lawrence s power in for instance snake

now in speaking of lawrence s identification with nature
we are indeed saying that he is a nature poet in a sense he is
related to a nature poet like wordsworth who celebrates
nature and man s potentiality for getting close to nature he
is kin also to emerson and thoreau who extolled man s possi-
bility for getting nearer his creator by affiliation with nature
which is the incarnation of god the oversoulover soul in the poems
of birds beasts and flowers he often presents the encounter
between animal and man in nature subject matter presenting
the opportunity for the usual extension of normal sympathetic
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affections creating a bond between poet and reader however
lawrence goes beyond the nature poets or the transcendentaliststranscendentalistsests

in respect to what he sees in such a meeting inin nature law-
rence discerns not only common ground in such an encounter
but also a conflict between man and nature he sees that there
is an antagonism between man and nature as there is between
man and man or man and woman an effect of man s mental
set in the modern world lawrence sees further yet he per-
ceives that man is part of the natural world and that though
there is an irreconcilable difference creating conflict say be-
tween a man and a snake there is also a profound relationship
between the two which hearkensarkensheartenshe back to origins which are
mistily antediluvian in snake lawrence recognizes that a
man and a snake are in some ancient sense related that there
is something to be intuitedintuited from this acknowledgment which
will help man fulfill himself

let us go back to that morning in taormina when law-
rence kept his rendezvous with the snake in the poem law-
rence says this of the meeting

in the deep strange scented shade of the great dark carob
tree

I1 came down the steps with my pitcher
and must wait must stand and wait for there he was at

the trough before me

these lines set early a direct unadorned dignified mood
giving a reader the awareness that the author is dealing with
a large theme we refer especially to the initial line of the
preceding quotation which helps set an atmosphere both in-
tense in its nearness and color and timeless with that impres-
sion engendered by deep strange scented and gives also the
feeling of hot humidhqmid air through which one sees the great
dark carob tree a locust tree with brilliant red flowers and
this feeling of dignity and timelessness is augmented by law
rencesbences description of the snake

he reached down from a fissure inin the earthwallearth wall inin the
gloom

and trailed his yellow brown slackness soft bellied down
over the edge of the stone trough

and rested his throat upon the stone bottom

in the hot quiet vivid atmosphere the snake moves fluidly
as in a dream for lawrence and the reader it seems as
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though there isis no motion or time as the snake comes king-
like out of nature to the trough lawrence feels deeply as
though there is something significant in this moment out of
time inin which there is felt some mutual relationship between
him and this antagonist the poisonous snake can leave him
something for his fulfillment for the moment the snake is as
human as he and lawrence feeling this personifies the rep-
tile in his poem

he lifted his head from his drinking as cattle do
and looked at me vaguely as drinking cattle do
and flickered his two forked tongue from his lips and

mused a moment
and stooped and drank a little more

it is as though at this instant lawrence could also say that the
carob tree itself was not an it but a thou so completely is
he in that breathless timeless moment a part of the natural
world through his blood consciousness here it seems that
lawrence in that spot of time is an anachronism to modern
man being hylozoistic in his intense perception giving life to
matter identifying the tree as a living entity the snake as an
equal even animating the earth burning bowels of the earth

but what with all this is the recognition that lawrence has
which contributes to his fulfillment man in his mechanistic
scientific progress has lost his unity with the natural world
from which lawrence would say he has sprung his progress
has alienated him from the natural world and from his own
natural emotions drives instincts so that he is a synthetic
creature leaning upon his scientific mechanically oriented
achievements which have become blown out of proportion in
their importance insofar as they have reference to a complete
life A line from E E cummings s pity this busy monster
manunkindManunkind sums this idea up succinctly as he says that 11 man
unkind a victim of the comfortable disease of progress

plays with the bigness of his littleness
electrons deify one razorbladerazorblade

into a mountainrangemountain range

thus we see how one sided we are rendering adulation to the
artificialities of our progress ignoring nature from which we
have sprung we hardly realize it now but we are still at the
mercy of the seasons despite our technological advancements
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awaiting with blind assurance the coming of a spring allowing
crops to be planted giving us food to sustain life but how
far removed we are from this world of which we are a natural
part we use for example a calendar to tell us when spring is

coming our experience does not tell us for we are not that
closely associated with nature we must have a synthetic means
for reckoning a calendar the ancient aegeans who preceded
the enlightened greeks were thought to be hylozoistic they
worshippedworshipped inanimate objects endowing them with life A tree
was to them as alive as the next man this is to us a crude
belief but these people were as artless as the nature with which
they identified themselves the periclean greeks made tremen-
dous strides in cosmology learning of the intricacies of the
heavens but they were not so natural as the aegeansAegeans having
forgotten somewhat their origins they could predict eclipses
but they were very mistaken about natural phenomena believ-
ing for instance in spontaneous generation these greeks must
have felt in some degree as we do even today a man standing
at night under the cold starry sky may shiver in his aloneness
but sitting at the edge of walden pond he may feelfeetgeetgeel undis-
turbed for here he has the company of living things which are
closely related to him the man will realize that he and perhaps
a snake have aspects which are different inconceivably so
from each other yet they both belong to something more com-
prehensive than themselves again the man lawrence and the
snake have something unfathomably antediluvian in common
and this in that timeless instant is realized by lawrence this
is a comforting fact that though the snake be poisonous he is

united somehow with lawrence in that immense class of living
things there is with this the perception that this base per-
haps hylozoistic in a sense is broad all living things are on
one side of the scale and the stars and missiles are on the other
man is not the only being endowed with life he is a creature
who has in fact not always been here and who may not always
be here we are not even the only custodians of life we have
to recognize that there are other life forms in this broad base
and in some respects we are akin to them in the sense of misty
antediluvian time A recognition of this kinship as lawrence
knew it at that rendezvous can help man to truly view himself
in his rightful place upon this earth but as we have said
man s development in this mechanistic scientific age has taken
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him further away from an association with natural phenomena
which would help him to know himself to live more fully
rather man is coming more and more to think in terms of ab-
stractionsstractions to insist upon poetry being constructed according to
some conventional abstract form man is living less and less
inin the world of experience of sights sounds blood conscious-
ness

men are becoming complete time clock punchers walking
with eyes upon feet they are becoming adding machines ef-
ficiencyficiency automationsautomat ions not so much like the animals from among
whom they sprung even the chair a man sits inin he recognizes
as a collection of speeding atoms and not as the solid object
which it appears to be

one wonders if all of that which we have developed as
the poet himself might struck lawrence as he and the snake
gazed at each other no doubt lawrence at that instant was
hardly intellectualizingintellectual izing to himself upon the experience but the
important thing is that the realization was there on the day of
sicilian july with etna smoking that impression which
we have been elaborating on passed and

the voice of my education said to me
he must be killed
for inin sicily the black black snakes are innocent the gold are

venomous
and voices in me said if you were a man
you would take a stick and break him now and finish him

off
but I1 must confess how I1 liked him
how glad I1 was he had come like a guest inin quiet to drink

at my water trough
and depart peaceful pacified and thankless
into the burning bowels of the earth
was it cowardice that I1 dared not kill him
was it perversity that I1 longed to talk to him
was it humility to feel so honouredhonoured
I1 felt so honored

the perception was there but so was the conflict built up out
of lawrence s indoctrination that intellectual idea that a man
isis unalterably opposed to the reptile an enemy to it and in
conflict with this indoctrination is the feeling that here is an
equal even a king lawrence felt honored to have him at his
water trough to lawrence the broad base to which both he
and the snake belong matters more than people moving about
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upon the face of the earth the first moment in which he and
the snake face each other there is some recognition in his con-
sciousnesssciousness of that mysterious life existing far below the level of
the surface vicissitudes of each day

the poem then is built around a profoundly earnest in-
stant of visionary experience through which lawrence divines
the kinship of himself and the snake perceiving man s true
position in relation to the rest of animate nature that man is

a part of this nature and cannot fulfill himself in the artificial
cosmos which he has created for himself in which he draws
further and further from his beginnings and it is because of
this recognition that lawrence cannot attempt to transfer the
experience he had by the use of a structured kind of conven-
tional poetry seeming to him a part of the synthetic life that
man has drawn himself into his poetry must be natural and
free to catch that deathless moment which he experienced
after repeated readings of snake one feels that lawrence
succeeded in transferring his recognition to the reader

and when he had thrown at the snake and had made the
reptile depart in undignified haste lawrence felt ashamed

and immediately I1 regretted it
I1 thought how paltry how vulgar what a mean act
I1 despised myself and the voices of my accursed human edu-

cation

and I1 thought of the albatross
and I1 wished he would come back my snake

so that he could reaffirm in some way that marriage which he
felt so briefly but deeply lawrence wishes the snake to
come back he considers the albatross a symbol in the sense
of his having committed a crime against nature of which he
will not rid himself until he can somehow exhibit his love and
his connection with the animate creature from out of nature
that came to meet him and somehow affirm their relationship

and I1 have something to expiate
A pettiness

lawrence s concern was for fulfillment of one s life A
consummation of life does not come through a withdrawal
from the world of nature of which man is a part into the
world of nonrepresentational design fulfillment comes rather
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through humble recognition that we are a part of the natural
organic world we are not aloof from it with this recogni-
tion comes a greater awareness of one s place and purpose in
the world such an instant of real intelligent awareness may
come in a moment out of time as one may experience when he
is in complete correspondence with the nature to which he be-
longs the awareness was with lawrence upon meeting the
snake that morning in taormina when one comes closer to
understanding lawrence s purpose in his writing he no longer
rejects such a work as lady chatterlysChatt erlys lover because it is
obscene lawrence s endeavor was certainly not to shock or to
stimulate the emotions his attempt was to show how a life
may be fulfilled through realization that man is ultimately a
part of nature and that as such he should follow his instincts
his blood consciousness ceasing to withdraw from the natural
world of which he is a part into the inanimate synthetic
mechanistic world of which we are becoming so much a part



great sun flame of christ
you have passed through four houses of the zodiac
through virgo where christ was born of flesh

from his soul matched and matchless

through the waterbearerWaterbearer when he sorrowedsorrowersorrowed

in tears blameless through the bull
when he offered his body on the gallows
now he enters the house of the lion
with a mane of light whose beams
enflameinflame the hemispheres and his voice
Is the shaking thunder the roar from the grave
that brings the world of beasts to the yoke

of his redemption

translated by clinton F larson from
theoremestheoremsTheoremes spirituelsspirituals by jean de la ceppedecepp6decoppede
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on the nature of man and the state
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free agency

the relireilreligousrehgousreligiousgous consciousness asserts both the sovereignty of
god and the freedom of man according to donald mac-
kenzie and he added it isis the task of theology to furnish a

weltanschauung consistent with both these positions the
nature of man and his relationship to god are fundamental to
the theologian the nature of man and his relationship to
society are basic to the political theorist

brigham young s homilieshomiliushomilies lacked the sophistication of a
philosophical terminology nevertheless his homely ideas con
stituted a weltansicht which was not restricted by limits of
time nor space man s mortal nature free agency included was
important to brigham young inin terms of immortality tempus
was only a small portion of a linear aeteraeternitasaetetmtasnitas

brigham young pictured life as a visionvision of a stream of
water which appears to flow out of a cloud and disappears inin
another man isis born passes along a linear road of time and
dies the bounds of man s existence appear to be birth and
death but like the stream the clouds block an eternal per-
spectivespec tive brigham young asked the question when was
there a beginning and he answered there never was one
if there was there will be an end but there never was a be

ginning and hence there will never be an end that looks like
eternity 2 parting the clouds which bound mortality brigham
young viewed man as a being organized of element designed
to endure eternally 3 he said we are all inin eternity it isis
boundless and we have never been out of it time isis a cer

donald mackenzie free will encyclopaedia of religreligion1 on and ethics ed
james hastings new york charlscharleschariescharis scribner s sons 1925 27 vol VI ppap
124127124 127

brighambnghambangham young journal of discourses 11II june 3 1855 307
ibid 111IIIlii june 15 1856 356
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tain portion of eternity allotted to the existence of these mortal
bodies 1144

the premortalpre mortal existence is a period of organization
growth and purposeful development our spirits are born of
our parents in heaven divine heavenly angelic explained
brigham young 5 this organization of the spirits from the
intelligence which is coeternalco eternal with god is for the express

purpose of exaltation to become gods like himself 6

the spirits have a degree of free agency 11 a certain degree of
light and enjoy a certain glory 7 but full independence
of action requires a trial of faith a probation period of mor-
tality a knowledge of good and evil commensurate with the
knowledge of god

brigham young explained that in the deliberations in the
council of heaven lucifer the son of the morning pro-

posed a coercive salvation and desired to usurp the honor of
god christ countered with a proposal which allowed man the
independence of choice or free agency and acknowledged the
glory of god rebellion resulted lucifer and one third of the
spirits in heaven intended for this earth 11 were cast down to
the earth 8 the enmity and conflict between satan and
christ were transferred to the earthly setting as the panorama
of man s earth life unfolds

rejecting the augustinian notions of original sin and
grace brigham young in the last analysis reduced adam s

transgression to nothing more than the beginning of mortality
mortality because of lucifer s dominion over the earth
brought with it sin temptation weakness trials and ultimately
death by sin 9 this mortal death was anticipated and planned

for in the atonement of christ bringing to man immortality
and eternal life rather than frustrating the purpose of life
mortality with its accompanying death of the flesh provides
the necessary probation for man to prove his worthiness of
exaltation

the intricate unity of a pure spirit from the heavens and the
devilish mortal body results in an ambivalence this warfare
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within man which paul considered is also identified with the
warfare in the universe in which man is placed brigham
young said god gave lucifer power influence mastery and
rule to a certain extent to control the life pertaining to the
elements composing the body and the spirit which god places
in the body becomes intimately connected with it and is of
course more or less affected by it 10 however brigham young
in a pelagian way rejected the idea of total depravity the
spirit is not naturally subjected to the power of satan rather
it has an affinity to the spirit of god As satan has power over
the flesh god has influence with the spirit of man these
opposite inclinations are not equally balanced brigham young
said 1 I am satisfied that he man is more inclined to do
right than to do wrong there is a greater power within him
to shun evil and perform good than to do the opposite 12 he
added that it was never designed that he man should natur-
ally do and love evil 13 this is amplified by the following
statement of brigham young in every man there is a candle
of the lord which burns with a clear light and if by the
wickedness of man it is extinguished then farewell for ever
to that individual 14

brigham young believed that man is sovereign over his
own actions yet he did not rule out the omnipotence of god 15

he recognized the possibility of divine intervention such as
the religious experience of paul but believed the ultimate
decisions of life affecting man s eternal destiny are to be left
to man this idea was so important to brigham young as he
conceived the purpose of this mortal existence that he said
that the consent of the creature must be obtained before the
creator can rule perfectly 16 explaining this with eternal per-
spectivespective brigham young said man is made an agent to him-
self before his god he is organized for the express purpose
that he may become like his master the lord has organized
mankind for the purpose of increasing in that intelligence and
truth until he is capable of creating worlds on worlds and

ibid illIII111liililili march 23 1856 277
ibid illIII111liiili february 17 1856 207 IX march 23 1862 246
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becoming gods even the sons of god 17 believing that the
power of choice all intelligent beings inherit from the gods
of eternity is innate 18 brigham young concluded if you
have a blank ticket for the theatre you may fill it up for the
boxes or the gallery or the pit just as you please your lives
must fill the blank and if you would fill it for one of the best
seats in the kingdom you must live accordingly 19

disagreeing with socrates and plato brigham young be-
lieved sin was a result of more than just ignorance man s

power to choose evil which would ultimately result in his
destruction was part of the plan of life and consistent with
the principle of free agency to express how man could follow
a path of life which would end in death brigham young used
jeremiah s analogy of the potter and his clay 20 brigham young
said that if the clay continues to mar in the great potter s

hand he will cut it from the wheel of life and throw it back
into the native element the second death or the death of the
spirit is a result of man s decisions to follow the enticement of
his satanic majesty

mortal life has certain eschatological implications which
were vital in brigham young s mind though hardly approach-
ing the intensity of the medieval attitude man s conscious ac-
tions on earth are intimately connected with the postmortalpost mortal
existence

now understand to choose life is to choose principles
that will lead you to an eternal increase and nothing short of
them will produce life in the resurrection for the faithful
those that choose death make choice of the path which
leads to the end of their organization the one leads to end-
less increase and progression the other to the destruction
of the organized being ending in its entire decomposition
into the particles that the compose the native elements 21

brigham young held some determinist views in that he
acknowledged that man is conditioned by his environment tra-
ditionsditions teachings and laws which circumscribe and limit to a
degree his free agency 22 he also felt that man can dispose

ibid illIII111lii august 818528 1852 93
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of his agency through iniquity when man arrives at a position
of total subjection to satan he cannot regain his independ-
ence 223 complete independence of action is an attribute of
diety and only those most valiant during their Pprobationrobationbatlon on
earth who will be crowned as gods in the celestial kingdom
will be unfettered 24

mormonism discovered in the individual a god in embryo
a being whose essence is progression and whose eternal exist-
ence as an intelligence demands freedom 2 the compatible as-
pects of frontier individualism the social darwinism of the
post civil war era or even the transcendentalism of thoreau
or emerson with the mormon conception of man were ignored
man was directed toward the community not because of any
supposed organic nature of society but because of mormon
notions of a literal brotherhood of man and a mundane social
experience vital to man s eternal progression man s free
agency as conceived by brigham young in a moral and re-
ligious context primarily overflows into the area of individual
rights inin relation to the state and to society all of man s ac-
tions however are enveloped in an all pervading cosmic
jurisprudence which emanates from god and yet binds him
within its natural laws 26

natural rights and slavery

gaylon loray caldwell concluded in his study of mormon
conceptions of individual rights that two significant contribu-
tions of mormonism were its inquiry into the nature of man
in a century that doubted his existence and its substitution
of a theologicaltheologically ly rooted philosophy of history as a basis for a

doctrine of individual rights in a place of a conception of
natural law that when divorced from the stoic pantheism

ibid IX july 13186213 1862 314

ibid XIX june 1718774117 1877 41

man was also in the beginning with god intelligence or the light of
truth was not created or made neither indeed can be all truth is independent
in that sphere in which god has placed it to act for itself as all intelligence
also otherwise there is no existence behold here is the agency of man
doctrine and covenants 9329319329 31

athis2thisthis apparent paradox which is developed without apology by brigham
young may be explained in his patriarchal concept of deity eternity pre-
cludes pushing god or the system back to a beginning
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which gave it consistency could not withstand repeated critical
analyses 2721

free agency and individual rights were intertwined in the
mind of brigham young he asked what is the foundation
of the rights of man his answer followed the lord al-
mighty has organized man for the express purpose of becom-
ing an independent being like unto himself and has given him
his individual agency 2821 man endowed with a certain portion
of divine intelligence requires a condition of freedom and
independence in order to achieve fulfillment of the purpose of
his existence when god organized intelligent

C
beinbeings9s he or-

ganized them as independent beings to a certain extent as he
is himself 29 then brigham young added all intelligent
beings are also endowed with certain inalienable rights privi-
leges and powers inherent inin them 30 god indeed not only
clothes man with free agency between good and evil but is
also the source of a body of individual rights which brigham
young considered fundamental to man s existence

if grotius kicked god upstairs and later theorists chose
to keep god there brigham young was not at all reluctant
to introducereintroducere him into the affairs of man as the source of
man s rights yet brigham young included in one of his dis-
courses an explanation of man s rights relative to god and said
that he too has rights as though there is a cosmic body of
law which in turn consigned to god certain privileges but
within limits 31 in 1870 brigham young unreservedly bound
god within a system of law which is indicative of brigham
young s notions of a truth a heavenly system which is uni-
versallyversally applicable

well I1 will say that our religion is nothing more nor less
than the true order of heaven the system of laws by which
the gods and the angels are governed are they governed by
law certainly there is no being in all the eternities but

gaylon2gaylon loray caldwell mormon conceptions of individual rights and
political obligation unpublished phd dissertation stanford university
1952 chap XII caldwell s authority for his generalization on the nineteenth
century conception of man is carl becker the declaration of independence

new york alfred A knopf 1942 p 279 where he writes generally
speaking the nineteenth century doubted the existence of man men it knew
and nations but not man
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what is governed by law who is it who desires to have
liberty and no law there must be law order rules and
regulations there must be a system of government and
they will endure and truth will prevail and we need not be
afraid as to the result 32

rather than accepting the secularization of natural law as a
body of law emerging from human nature brigham young
visualized a universal system of laws permeating the infinite
celestial cosmos god grants to man his individual rights but
thy are in harmony with the cosmic laws which govern god
also

christ said know the truth and the truth shall make
you free 33 man has the responsibility of discovering truth
which holds man s independence sacrosanct then applying its
principles to his earthly institutions brigham young believed
that this had been accomplished at least partially in the con-
stitutionstitution of the united states which he held to be a divinely
inspired document 34 with more of an austinian flavor than
might be expected brigham young usually couched his refer-
ences to individual rights as constitutional rights the cosmic
basis remained but the practical application in the activities of
man s earthly associations as found in a more positive state-
ment such as the constitution appealed to brigham young
not that he clearly distinguished between legal and moral
rights but as he ticked ofofff the inalienable rights of man as he
conceived them they were drawn from those in the constitu-
tion and generally referred to as such

it is to be expected that brigham young considered liberty
of conscience and freedom of religious worship the most basic
of all individual rights others such as freedom of speech
freedom of economic pursuits rights of property and person
right of assembly and so on were from time to time mentioned
in his discourses but they did not have the intensity of import-
ance in man s salvation as freedom of religious worship brig-
ham young said whether our religion is believed by any
other people or not it is by us and no power or authority in
the government can lawfully or righteously molest us in the
peaceable and quiet enjoyment thereof it cannot be done with
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out law and surely the goverrimnentgovernmnent have no right to make
any law concerning it or to prevent the free exercise thereof 35

he recognized that the state might legislate against the re-
ligious worship of the saints which happened in the federal
anti bigamy law of 1862 but if so it would be unrighteous and
illegal 36 the ideal political institution would have righteous
men in government who would be amenable to the revealed
word of god brigham young as the prophet seer and reve-
lator for the church stamped action of the government as un-
constitutional as though he should be the final authority and
in light of his views a certain consistency emerges in his atti-
tude earthly laws should conform to the eternal laws of the
cosmos

brigham young distinguished sharply between liberty and
license he considered laws both divine and human basic to a
good society his guide to freedom and liberty was similar to
that of john stuart mill the rights of one individual should
not infringe on the rights of another honesty puts limits
to freedom of religious worship an employee should not
take time out from his work to pray he said there are
circumstances in which it would be right to restrict a person
even in prayer and worship men should not be permitted
to do as they please in all things for there are rules regulating
all 1137at3tgood societies

brigham young accepted negro slavery as a constitutional-
ly sanctioned institution until the adoption of the civil war
amendments following which his discourses were void of
slavery references apparently he did not concern himself with
reconciling constitutional and equal rights with his views
that the slave must serve and this condition cannot be altered
until god decrees otherwise in 1856 he referred to both poly-
gamy and slavery and said it is not the prerogative of the
president of the united states to meddle with this matter and
congress is not allowed according to the constitution to legis-
late upon it 38 but in 1863 brigham young said the follow-
ing

ibid II11 february 18 1855 177
36 david G ritchie natural rights london swan sonnenschein 1895

p 203 found the treatment of the mormonscormons definitive proof that rights do
not exist apart from the will of state see also J S mill on liberty oxford
basil balckwell 1947 ppap 82 8583 on the mormonscormons and individual rights
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if the government of the united states in congress as-
sembledsembled had the right to pass an antipolygamyanti polygamy bill they had
also the right to pass a law that slaves should not be abused
as they have been they had also a right to make a law that
negroes should be used like human beings and not worse
than dumb brutes 39

the second statement was more of a justification for polygamy
however than a reversal of his earlier position on the constitu-
tionalitytiona lity of slavery

brigham young said 1 I am neither an abolitionist nor a
proslaverypro slavery man if I1 could have been influenced by private in-
jury to choose one side in preference to the other I1 should
certainly be against the proslaverypro slavery side of the question 40

from the human position he pragmatically accepted the con-
stitutional justification of slavery he also justified negro ser-
vitude as a penalty resulting from the violation of the cosmic
system of law he believed that the curse began with cain be-
cause cain denied abel his earthly posterity instead of killing
cain the lord placed a mark on him and his posterity with-
holding the priesthood from the negroes until all the other
descendants of adam have received the promises and enjoyed
the blessings of the priesthood and blessings thereof 41 this
curse was perpetuated through the lineage of ham into the
postdiluvianpost diluvian period and brigham young accepted the addi-
tional curse of ham s posterity to be the servants of servants
until god decrees otherwise the civil war would not alter
this condition because it was decreed by almighty can you
destroy the decrees of the almighty you cannot 42

even though brigham young held little immediate hope for
improvement in the conditions of the negro he held humane
views toward them he considered all humanity the literal
offspring of god the negro had a soul which was precious
in the sight of the lord and his master should treat him kindly
while at the same time the negro should serve faithfully the
conduct of the whites towards the slaves will in many cases
send both slave and master to hell the blacks should be used
like servants and not like brutes but they must serve 43 con-
verts to the church from the slave areas were admonished to
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allow the slaves to choose their own status the slave could re-
main with his master in utah or if he elected to leave him the
master was urged to let him go with his blessings

an act passed by the territorial legislature and approved
by governor young on march 7 1852 legalized indian slavery
in utah 44 contrary to the primatirdirrmaimaimd facie implication of such a
measure the provision was designed to alleviate the practice
of selling indian women and children to mexican traders or
as in times of war and famine abandoning those who were a
liability the period of indenture was not to exceed twenty
years and during this time the indentured indian was to be
adequately clothed and fed and even educated until the age of
sixteen richard F burton confirmed the intent and practice
of this action when he said slavery has been legalized in
utah but solely for the purpose of inducing the saints to buy
children who otherwise would be abandoned or destroyed by
their starving parents 443 the legislation comported well with
brigham young s policy of treating the indians kindly and
allowing to all humanity the greatest measure of freedom and
independence within the bounds of law human or cosmic

the right of revolution

As the stoic ideas of natural law could be used to justify
obedience to the state or revolution the cosmic law basis of
individual rights conceived by brigham young carried with it
dual attributes brigham young frequently said his religion was
first and foremost with him he said that whatever his earthly
governing position might be governor president or king all
shall bow to that eternal priesthood which god has bestowed
upon me 1446 however it did not necessarily follow that overt
action should be taken even if a conflict between his two alle
giences occurred yet the belief in a higher law afforded
brigham young justification for revolution

brigham young believed the american revolution to be
divinely sanctioned and justified in order to further the eternal
purposes of man he said we consider that the men in the
revolution were inspired by the almighty to throw off the
shackles of the mother government with her established re-

actsactsartsarrs of the Teniterritorytorytofy of utah ppap 171174171 17 4
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ligion to bring to pass the purposes of god in thus estab-
lishinglisilshing a new government upon a principle of greater freedom
a basis of self government allowing the free exercise of re-
ligious worship 47 at this point at least brigham young did
not undertake to identify moral with legal rights for the para-
doxical purpose of establishing a legal right of rebellion

brigham young believed religious worship and individual
freedom within limits are cosmically inviolable revolution is
morally justified when these rights are in jeopardy he said
that any time anyone tried to force him to do anything contrary
to his will he rebelled he concluded that man has an in
dominatabledominatable will which is naturally opposed to tyranny

when men are infringed upon in their rights and tyran-
nized over they are prone to rise in their might and declare
we will do as we please and will let you know that we

will have the ruling of our own rights and dispositions
tryannicalTryan nical power may possess the ability to behead them
hang them or sentence them to prison but resolute men will
have their will 4818

not only is it the nature of man to resist oppression but it
is his obligation to take overt action As the united states be-
came more involved in the slavery issue in the 1850 s brigham
young asked if there were any temporal means which would
save the nation from the vortex of ruin into which he be-
lieved it was rapidly going the therapy of brigham young
was peacfulpeaceful revolution he said let the people rise en masse
to lay the foundation of a wholesome independent free
democratic as the people call it republican government a
government which if carried out will be perfect in itself 49

if the people should find that they have not been successful
in selecting upright men for office the people should arise and
hurl the sycophants from office he said let the people make
a whip if not of good tough raw hide of small cords at least
and walk into the temple of the nation and cleanse it
thoroughly out and put the men who will legislate for their
good instead of gambling away their money 50 even
though these expressions were used figuratively brigham
young believed that god had a hand in all governments and
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when the government rules tyrannically the rights of the
people are abused and moral issues are involved the people
are justified in resistance 51

brigham young believed such a condition had arisen in the
debacle known as the utah war in this crisis he believed that
the rights of his people were at stake and he concluded re-
sistancesistance of the united states forces was justified he attempted
to justify this resistance on legal grounds setting himself up
as the final authority on constitutionality he concluded that
the united states force was an unconstitutional mob coming to
deny the latter day saints their rights as citizens under the
constitution he said 1 I will desolate this whole territory
before I1 will again submit to the hellish corruption and bond-
age the wicked are striving to thrust upon us solely for our
exercising our right of freedom of conscience 52 prior to this
brigham young had spoken openly against certain govern-
mental officials whom he considered to be morally contaminat-
ing to the community and said I1 claim this as a right as a
constitutional right I1 believe it is legal to exercise all the
power and influence which god has given be for the preserva-
tion of virtue truth and holiness 03 it was in the spirit of
this utterance that brigham young resisted johnston s army

brigham young rode at once the constitutional horse and
the cosmic horse to justify his active disobedience to the will
of the united states government his discourses toyed with the
idea that possibly this was the moment the lord desired the
11 thread to be cut and the saints should accept this situation
and begin immediately to function as the kingdom of god
however he said he wanted to know the will of god in the
matter he would fight or run as determined by god it ap-
peared to be the will of god to fight and brigham young
justified war if the cause were moral but it also was the will
of god apparently once peace was struck to continue the
evolutionary not revolutionary path toward the ideal political
institution the kingdom of god

the federal mormon controversy over polygamy found
brigham young engaged in a passive resistance to the united
states polygamy was a religious tenet to the mormonscormonsMormons it was
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odious to many members of congress and the populace in the
united states generally brigham young s position as the con-
flict grew was based on the constitutional right of religious
worship he considered the anti bigamy law of 1862 uncon-
stitutional he said that the saints were justified in ignoring the
law of 1862 and that the antipolygamyanti polygamy law has yet to be
tested as to its constitutionality by the courts which have
jurisdiction 54 although refusing to comply with the law on
polygamy he did pursue a lawful challenge of it through the
courts this action was indicative of his usual attitudes of
obedience to the state he constantly professed that the consti-
tution and the laws of the united states were good his com-
plaint was with the damned rascals who administered the
laws

at this nexus in brigham young s life and ideas he leaves
the overt action to god he said 1 I will just say to the nation
in which I1 live and which gave me birth the lord god al-
mighty has a controversy with you and he will bring you to
judgment and no power can hinder it it is the decree of the
almighty in the heavens and will be so 535 this passivity had
earlier been expressed when the latter day saints were sub-
jected to the mob activities in illinois at that time brigham
young recorded in his journal 1 I said in relation to the mob
burning houses I1 was willing they should do so until the sur-
rounding counties should be convinced that we were not aggres-
sors peradventure they may conclude to maintain the supre-
macy of the law by putting down mob violence and bringing of-
fenders to justice 56 brigham young s faith in law even
human law counterbalanced his ideas on revolution he be-
lieved that somehow the maladministrationsadministrationsmal the injustices the
corruption would be handled by god and all would eventually
arrive at the bar of justice with god administering equitably
the eternal laws of a cosmic jurisprudence and ultimate justice
realized

ZWibid XI august 19 1866 269 270
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0 phoenix cherished bird of arabia
you are the symbol of christ the hero
he like you lies unenslaved among the dead
you die on a scented pyre
he dies on a tree that offers heaven its perfume
your ashes are his marrow
you bear your ashes to an altar in the burning desert
christ so resurrected against the azure sky

and the vaults of stars you raise your tree of light

translated by clinton F larson from
theoremestheoremsTheo remes spirituelsspirituals by jean de la ceppdeceppedecoppede



A new emphasis fforor the
american dream

WELDON j TAYLOR

fear of famine and poverty has had a tremendous impact
on the mores of our society over the years economic anxiety
has been intense and enduring driven by fears for the ade-
quacy of food clothing and shelter man has found his greatest
motivation in his desire for freedom from want and in the
independence he gained from a store of wealth indeed as an
outgrowth of this constant need wealth has become the major
symbol of status

however two developments in our western pattern of life
will require some modification of our basic motivations first
our survival today does not depend entirely upon physical sus-
tenancetenance but upon winning in competition with an ideology
that is built on an entirely different value system than our own
rather than accept the competing system we prefer not to sur-
vive second the drive for wealth though still powerful no
longer provides the motivation for us to compete successfully
with the threat of foreign domination hence our survival as a
free people is threatened the following discussion of the evo-
lution of this thinking will attempt to clarify these premises

conquering the problem of physical needs

western civilization has been comparatively successful in
conquering the specter of scarcity there are many reasons for
the development of the surplus economy we enjoy today one
view which has considerable support is that our economic pro-
gress has been in part the result of the motivation and philoso-
phy that came from what max weber called the protestant
ethic

the banker henry clews in an address to the students at
yale effectively defined what is known as the protestant ethic
as follows

survival of fittest you may start in business or the pro-
fessionsfessions with your feet on the bottom rung of the ladder

269
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it rests with you to acquire the strength to climb to the top
you can do so if you have the will and the force to back
you there isis always plenty of room at the top success
comes to the man who tries to compel success to yield to
him cassius spoke well to brutus when he said the fault
isis not inin our stars dear brutus that we are underlings but
inin our natures sicsic

thrift form the habit as soon as you become a money
earner or moneymakermoney maker of saving a part of your salary or
profits put away one dollar out of every ten you earn the
time will come inin your lives when if you have a little money
you can control circumstances otherwise circumstances will
control you

under this free system of government whereby indivi-
duals are free to get a living or to pursue wealth as each
chooses the usual result isis competition obviously then
competition really means industrial freedom thus anyone
may choose his own trade or profession or if he does not
like it he may change he isis free to work hard or not he
may make his own bargains and set his price upon his labor
or his products he isis free to acquire property to any extent
or to part with it by dint of greater effort or superior skill
or by intelligence if he can make better wages he isis free to
live better just as his neighbor isis free to follow his exampleexamfleexample
and to learn to excel him inin turn if anyone has a genius foror
making and managing money he isis free to exerciseexercise his
genius just as another isis free to handle his tools if an
individual enjoys his money gained by energy and successful
effort his neighbors are urged to work the harder that they
and their children may have the same enjoyment

william H whyte in the organization man states that
each time we eulogize the american dream we describe the
protestant ethic you will note that as described by clews the
ethic emphasized the importance of hard work perseverance
and thrift this philosophy contained ingredients of rigid dis-
ciplineci two other ingredients of his description of the protest-
ant ethic were especially significant first one of its prime inin-
gredients was freedom freedom permits the individual the
right of choice and freedom of choice isis a most significant
motivation second the protestant ethic since it prompted the
individual to gain by hard labor to accumulate productive
capital by saving was significant inin the production of consum-
able goods for survival for these reasons the protestant ethic
met the needs of humanity and was given the full support of

william H whyte the organization man garden city new york
doubleday & company inc 1956 ppap 161716 17
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religion its virtues have been preached from the pulpit and
have become a part of the writings of popular authors for
example roger babson s books fundamentals of prosperity and
business and religion deal with this theme as do the writings
of harry emerson fosdick the ethic was completely integrated
into the religious philosophy common to almost all american
protestant faiths religious belief is important in molding a
society As kenneth E boulding states

over a broad range of human societies within the ex-
tremes of the eskimo and the desert nomad if one area is
rich and another poor it is not because of anything inherent
in the natural resources or inin the genetic makeupmake up of the
people but because of the cumulative effect of certain fa-
milial educational and religious practices thus the forbid-
ding soil and climate of new england provided a comfort-
able if not opulent homeland for the puritan while under
the turk in his unspeakable days the ancient cradles of civi-
lizationliza tion became barren and starveling deserts

of all the elements of culture which shape economic inin-
stitutions religious practices particularly play a key role 2

new dimensions for survival

if the motivation arising out of the protestant ethic as
described by clews was significant in enabling us to survive as
a leading nation there are those who hold that it is no longer
adequate in the first place the motivation was based on a de-
sire for wealth and fortune this desire is still strong but the
acquisition of wealth no longer completely satisfies since
physical needs are not so pressing aggressive wealth seeking
does not today have the church s blessing to the same degree
as has been true in the past churches today do not condemn
material success but they are placing more emphasis on the
search for deeper more lasting satisfactions in the second
place the complexity of organizational life is such that it is
more difficult to see that individual merit is always rewarded
with immediate success or that hard work and thrift pay off
for the individual most men today work in organizations and
they are rewarded for those qualities that enable them to rise in
the organization these qualities are harder to define than were
the ingredients of the protestant ethic those administering

kenneth E boulding religious foundations of economic progress
hayvardharvard business renewreviewrevret lew XXX no 3 may june 1952 1
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organizations too often expect compliance not creative genius
or even industry indeed some claim the organization isis so
structured that merit and hard work are rewarded only occa-
sionallysionally other reasons such as family connections and who
you are and know prompt promotion hard work and thrift
are still necessary but other qualities are also important

the effectiveness of the once precious motivations of the
american dream may be losing their drive yet our survival
depends upon our ability as a nation to prevent the atrophy
which threatens we do not possess clearcutclear cut and explicit moti
vationslations to extend ourselves to the outer reaches of our capa-
cities the frustrations that arisearise out of man s hopelessness to
get the basic satisfactions from his experience inin the organiza
tion are stifling the human resources that were inspired by the
american dream inin the days of the open frontier

our survival now depends not alone on our ability to
achieve high productivity or to maintain a surplus economy
although this phase of our life s activity cannot be neglected
it depends first upon the successful development of a life which
includes experiences that are more basic to ultimate satisfaction
than the consumption of creature comforts or the possession
of tangible goods and second the attractive qualities of this
life must be communicated to and shared with the world as a
more inviting alternative than the communist philosophy

charles malik phrases it succinctly

in this fearful age it isis not enough to be happy and pros
perousberous and secure yourselves it isis not enough to tell others
look at us how happy we are just copy our system our
knowhowknow how and you will be happy yourselves in this fear
ful age you must transcend your system you must have a

message to proclaim to others you must mean something in
terms of ideas and attitudes and a fundamental outlook on
life and this something must vibrate with relevance to all
conditions of men 3

although it often may be abused fortunately for our civicivi-
lizationlization this drive for material goods is still with us other
nationals however experience the drive more sharply they
work longer hours they endure greater sacrifices than we are

dan H fenn jr ed the businessman and the challenge of com-
munismmunismmanism managements mission inin a new societysochetsociet new york mcgraw hillhlll
book company inc 1959 ppap 36375637565736 37
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willing to endure As a productbyproductby of our preference for leisure
and our freedom from a sharp threat of hunger and exposure
we are growing soft and may thus become easy prey to foes
who have been toughened by fighting the constant threat of
starvation they are driven by a much stronger desire for free-
dom from want than we who are getting used to plenty

need to feel more explicitly our quest for freedom

our love for freedom may be intense yet it is intangible
we take freedom for granted we do not have explicit evi-
dence that it is a quality a state of being that must be earned
by wisdom patience anxieties risks and positive action yet
if this freedom is preserved we must maintain our drive to pro-
ductivity what is more we must discover and make explicit a

meaning inin life and freedom which includes productivity but
also transcends it

basic motivation survival

realistically we are threatened by a basically different
philosophy than that from which the american dream evolved
this philosophy is based on fear regimentation and force
rather than on freedom light and truth the differences
when we see the issues clearly are such as to leave us in little
doubt as to where we choose the imminent threat of this
philosophy as a dominant force in the world and possibly in

our own country should if clearly understood supply the mo-
tivationti to transcend ourselves if we see these issues clearly
the productivity of our industrial empire is only part of the
answer even if we improve the justice and equity in the dis-
tributiontribution of our gifts to the have not nations our contribution
to the world must include more than the giving of tangible
goods charles malik had the wisdom to see that the accept-
ance of our way of life required something that vibrates with
relevance to all the conditions of man 4

preserving and adding to our present gains

whatever it is we have to offer the world for the privilege
of continuing to live in it must include economic strength and
industrial competence without these values we and those

ibid
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whose support we choose to win may sink to the desperate level
where need for food clothing and shelter means more to us
than the freedoms we cherish certainly we cannot forsake
those aspects of the protestant ethic which encouraged produc-
tion A distorted dedication to mundane values of physical sur-
vival is the unfortunate state of the greater share of the world s

population today the hope that the dignity of man and the
freedom of the spirit to enjoy individual expression will persist
depends upon our ability to maintain with our great produc-
tive capacity a comparatively high degree of independence
from physical want but we also must introduce to others more
basic satisfactions that come to man as a result of the joys of
being creative and significant to humanity in some useful man-
ner since the organization is here to stay since we depend on
it for high productivity somehow our life in the organization
must be made meaningful significant and even more produc-
tive this achievement is a prerequisite to survival

A marked change in concepts of management

for years we have paid lip service to the satisfactions that
come from work and service today emphasis on these con-
cepts is viewed in a much more realistic light than expressions
of the past which have lost their meaning ffromgromrom over use it
sounds paradoxical yet the drive for business survival or the
drive for the preservation of profits or productivity is literally
forcing business management to accept this basic premise that
productivity can best be realized by an honest and sincere bow-
ing to the potential in the individual this potential can best
be released to productive activity by recognizing the dignity of
man and his tremendous creative powers this recognition must
be more than the expression of a verbal philosophy it must
be a genuine attitude that is infused into all elements of the
organization the feeling of participation of the individual in
the creative processes of the firm is becoming an essential
ingredient of economic survival of the firm and the nation in
which it operates

human motivations strategic in business success

the excellence of physical science has made it possible for
most productive enterprises to achieve equality insofar as the
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technical efficiency of the plant or machines is concerned the
differences that make for success or failure of management
depend more and more on the manner in which the people in
the organization respond even the technical efficiency of the
plant itself depends on the creative genius of the engineers
who devise it they respond with more or less creative skill
depending on the environment in which they work the en-
vironmentvironment is largely influenced by the quality of the adminis-
trationtration management experts agree that as administrative offi-
cers become more aware of these basic facts retaining their
same technical competence it will become exceedingly difficult
for a management which does not achieve skill in getting its
associates to feel a genuine sense of participation to succeed in
competition with those who possess such skills

acceptance of organization and its leader by workers

basic to such an attitude which encourages or stimulates
creativity or participation is an emotional acceptance by the
worker of the objectives of the organization it also implies
an acceptance of the leader his basic philosophy and his long-
term goals there may be minor difdlfdifferencesferenceserencen and a great variety
of conflicting short term goals out of these differences and
conflicts come stimulating experiences and growth indeed
creative experience in administration requires the presence of
conflict variety and differences yet if the basic policies of
administration are accepted and the goals are agreed upon the
worker discovers harmony in the feeling that these goals and
policies are also his own his voluntary action is in harmony
with the goals and thus he feels an integrated sense of partici-
pation the organization is his organization it matters little to
him that it also belongs in the same sense to a thousand others
he discovers more opportunities for creative expression in his
own area than he has time for with little danger of conflict
with others As a matter of fact he sees so many sucsuchh oppor-
tunitiestuni ties and finds them so engaging that time loses its meaning
he is so occupied with his task that he works longer hours than
he intends to he also delights in the productivity of his as-
sociatessociates there is no reason for him to be jealous because there
is no scarcity of such opportunities there is room for everyone
to grow in productivity and stature in effect he loses himself
the products of his efforts do not necessarily conflict with
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others if the policy and goals of the company are well defined
and long term in nature

function of the administrator creation of proper
environment

the creation of the environment in which this productive-
ness or creativity takes place isis the principal function of the
administrator he selfishly avoids those activities and policies
which interfere with the effectiveness of his associates because
they also are working for the same objectives that he is and
the net gains to all will be greater if there is an appropriate
degree of harmony in the organization

success in educating the worker to identify himself with
the entire organization achieves another goal the worker sees
his work not as an isolated routine but as a part of a whole
he thus becomes a motivated creator of one part of a whole
constantly seeking means of improving his part of the work
and hence the end product the function of the administrator
is to impart to each worker a clear visualization of his relation-
ship to the whole under proper conditions this contributing
experience becomes more meaningful than his compensation
provided he does have adequate subsistence the sense of har-
mony which he feels in working with others provides him with
even greater satisfaction than if he himself created the whole

productivity multiplied by such an organization

As we have pointed out before in our surplus economy the
motivation to obtain physical goods is still strong but is slowly
giving way to motivation for something much more satisfying
economic salvation will result from an economy in which the
major part of the people are motivated by the drive for creative
experience within the organization rather than a drive for
wealth once this state of being is achieved subsistence no
longer will be a problem the economy will produce an abun-
dance heretofore undreamed of because of the productivity of
creative people what is true of the firm will be true of the
economy in the competition among nations and firms those
nations which discover and release the creative drive of indi-
viduals will be victorious their foes will applaud them and
follow them rather than plunder them
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status of new ethic in practical life
does this concept of creative participating individuals have

realistic backing Is there a possibility of its becoming a prac-
tical reality does it have the support of speakers and writers
as did the original protestant ethic does it have spiritual
foundations can it be given the blessing of churches if so
where are the men who like banker clews in 1908 today are
preaching this new ethic or amendment to the old as the case
may be the truth is that they exist in abundance every one
of the hundreds of management conferences expounds the
doctrine As a result of some industrial experiments the har-
vard business school became aware of the practicability of this
emphasis and has done much to encourage its propagation alt-
hough the proponents of the philosophy have come from a
diversity of schools and industrial areas the harvard business
review has played a leading role in collecting and publishing
papers which presented the thesis of the new ethic let us
examine the background and setting of just a few of the men
who have presented papers and review their statements

0 A ohmann
one of the statements which made a significant impact

on contemporary thought was in a paper read before a dinner
group in 1954 in cleveland ohio by a psychologist turned
businessman 0 A ohmann joined the standard oil company
of ohio as assistant to the president after many years as a pro-
fessor of psychology at western reserve university his paper
created such an impact that john D rockefeller jr invited
him to a dinner with the nation s business leaders in the wal-
dorf astoria in new york city to discuss his philosophy

ohmann succeeded in phrasing into a profit and loss con-
text the fact that leadership in the business enterprise was more
a matter of attitudes than of management science and tech-
niques he held that the responses of the workers upon which
a business profit depended were greatly influenced by the
attitude which the administrator had toward his employees
he strongly advocated a stewardship attitude where the ad-
ministrator feels responsible to his employees as well as cus-
tomers and stockholders he was so revolutionary as to main-
tain that the genuine authority of the administrator comes from
those under him rather than those over him the emotional
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acceptance of him and his program by those under him re-
leases them from the fears and insecurities resulting from his
using a less genuine authority from above to compel them to
do something in which they did not believe and of which they
were not a part they respond with greater creativity and pro-
ductivity when they understand what they are doing and why
they are doing it and are in agreement with purposes and
methods

ohmann s writings also point to the growing tendency of
people to seek for happiness which they are not finding in
money nor material goods the old economic laws which
ascribe values to things because they are scarce seem to be
operative in our economy of surplus goods and things are
not as scarce today therefore acquiring them yields less com-
parativeparative satisfaction this first paper which drew attention to
his thinking was entitled skyhooksSkyhooks with special implications
on monday through friday the term skyhooksskyhooks had refer-
ence to values which would transcend the physical goods men
consumed and owned he held that we at our present stage of
civilization were yet reaching toward the heavens in search of
a value system better than the one we have

A significant point in his writings was that the basic satis-
faction which he termed skyhooksskyhooks could be found in the
job itself his views were that the experience of creating the
product was much more significant than the product itself

ohmann holds that in bringing about a work environment
where this creative experience could thrive the administrator is

strategic somehow he must provide the worker with a live
conceptual vision of his own contribution and how it relates
in a significant and meaningful manner to the work of the
entire organization in his own words the administrator de-
fines the goals and purposes of his group in larger and more
meaningful perspective he integrates the smaller selfish
goals of individuals into larger more social and spiritual ob-
jectivesjectives for the group he provides the vision without which
the people perish conflicts are resolved by relating the im-
mediate to the long range and more enduring values in fact
we might say this integralintegratintegrativeinte rydtgratwe junctionfunction is the core of the admin-
istrator s contribution 5

0 A ohmann skyhooksSkyhooks with special implications on monday through
friday harvard business review XXXIII no 3 may june 1955 38
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ohmann makes frequent reference to long run goals and
short run goals he indicates that dedication to long run goals
promotes harmony while our preoccupation with short run
goals results in jealousies anxiety and frustration in quest of
long run goals many solutions to an immediate problem may
be right in the case of short term goals fewer solutions could
be acceptable and thus there were more tensions and frustra-
tions if a management and workers were maturely oriented to
longtermlong term goals most short term goals would be reached auto-
maticallymatically

since the publication of the skyhooksskyhooks article ohmann has
been in popular demand as a speaker and has published widely
his work has been heralded as a significant contribution to
management literature 6

A A stambaugh

ohmann gives credit for the development of the philoso-
phy he has presented to A A stambaugh a man who has
demonstrated its success stambaugh a lawyer was asked by a
law partner to join him in reviving the standard oil company
of ohio this company was facing failure as a result of the
division of the old standard oil company into parts leaving
the ohio company with no executive leadership stambaugh
ultimately became the executive officer and was in a large
degree responsible for restoring the company to a position of
leadership he had no training in business management
especially the oil business he credits the success of the com-
pany to the response of the employees to his management
philosophy

in spite of the fact that his methods resulted in developing
a most profitable enterprise he places profits in a secondary
position when compared to the development of men he states
that there is no greater nor more satisfying reward than that
which comes from discovering and developing men the pos-
sibilitiessibili ties are almost unlimited

keeping centers of creativity alive in a large organization paper
presented at a meeting of the american institute of chemical engineers white
sulphur springs west virginia march 4 1957 search for a managerial
philosophy a paper presented at the midyearmid year meeting of the american
petroleum institute s division of refining may 1957 head office new york
city for additional papers by dr ohmann see the whole man on a
whole job paper presented to the annual pipe line conference cleveland
ohio may 6 1957
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stambaugh pictures the industrial organization in which
the attitude of dignity of the human spirit prevails as one that
is completely democratic it provides an atmosphere where
each employee is stimulated to creative effort and has an op-
portunityportunity to have his views reach the top the following quo-
tation provides an example of his philosophy regarding a busi-
ness organization

there should be a capillary of ideas from the bottom to the
top and from the top to the bottom that creates an atmos-
phere in which decisions almost automatically announce
themselves there may be the wrong man in the wrong
place a bad policy or a faulty plan but if the democratic
process is working without restraint the correction appears
without delay its therapeutic effect is irresistible on the
other hand if leadership is dictatorial possessive uncom-
municativemunica tive and concerned only with its own importance
mistakes of whatever kind are embalmedembalmembalmered seemingly forever
within the organization 7

the careful reader may ask the following question under
a system so completely democratic how can the leader get ideas
accepted and adopted that he believes are best for the com-
pany and which have identified him as a leader an efficient
organization requires coordinated effort certain activities
must be synchronized such control and coordination requires
the discipline of authority and follow through

stambaugh s philosophy would recognize three choices for
achieving both of these goals first the executive would dele-
gate little authority issue orders and expect obedience there
would be a minimum of delegation or decision making apart
from the administrator he would personally see that the work
was done by means of his own authority second there could
be rules or guides for action expressed as policies these
policies could be broad and general or narrow and specific but
achieve complete coverage of activities the policies could be
phrased by the administrator and be guides for the employees
to follow third the administrator would be so effective as a
person in getting his basic philosophy accepted and so com-
petent as a teacher in getting his ideas clearly understood that
the use of the above two methods though necessary would be
minimal just as basic as the above qualities the administrator

A A stambaugh successful leadership salt lake city deseret book
company 1961 ppap 363836 38
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under the latter method should have the ability to listen sin-
cerely to the ideas of those beneath him and the moral fortitude
and character to modify his own views even though at times it
may entail personal embarrassment stambaugh would agree
that all three of these methods of control must be used in some
degree but he makes it very clear that the executive who is

competent in the use of the third method will be the most
effective and more likely to be recognized as a great leader

abraham T collier
abraham T collier is also a lawyer and is at present vice

president and chief counsel for john hancock life insurance
company he has sensed the necessity for change growing out
of our new environment he has become a prolific writer and
a very busy speaker on the subject his interest in people grew
out of his experience as personnel manager of the john han-
cock company before his appointment to his present position

collier suggests that the business administrator must win
the support of his workers to the extent that they can be ef-
fective producers in order to achieve this goal he ought to
aim at articulating an ideology that in addition to being an
accurate expression of management goals is a little closer to
the personal and even religious aspirations of the people the
ideal which he puts forth is the creative ideal he states that
today business provides an opportunity for men to gain satis-
faction beyond sustaining their own lives and holds that every
individual has the capacity for creative expression he points to
the fact that more and more tasks are being subjected to me-
chanicalchanical progress and automation leaving for men those tasks
which men alone can do because they involve judgment and
creative skill

another interesting and significant point which collier
makes is that creativity in an administrative program can only
thrive where differences are permitted and even encouraged
one of the cornerstones on which the creative societysocrety is built

is the incontrovertible fact that men are different that they
cherish these differences that the joy and fascination of life
depends on the existence of differences and that there are
great social values in differences 8

abraham T collier business leadership and a creative society har-
vard business review XXXI no I11 january february 1953 31
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collier s presentation implies throughout that it is the basic
nature of man to be creative and if he is denied this privilege
he is bound to experience frustration he goes so far as to
state it can be reasonably contended that the great upheavals
of modern history its wars and its revolutions are not so
much the result of differences between people as of the feeling
of a nation or a class that its capacity for creative expression
is in some way threatened or thwarted this was one cause of
the russian revolt of 1917 although the revolutionaries them-
selves later made the great and historic blunder of seeking to
abolish conflict by abolishing difference rather than by accept-
ing difference and in that way removing the barriers to creative
work 9

it is only logical then that the nation which provides men
with opportunities for creative expression will continue to
thrive he points out that the only real and lasting bul-
wark against marxism is in the experience of the large body of
our workers and our citizens if that experience is basically
creative and satisfying and it is management s task to see
that it is so the stultifying conformities of the socialist state
will always be bitter to their taste 10

collier describes the creative processes in an administrative
society as a process of resolving differences this process re-
quires a prevailing attitude in which free expression through-
out the organization encourages the spawning of new ideas
the creative experiences arisearise out of the resolving of differ-
ences by an effective communication of words as well as feel-
ings and attitudes

to many readers one of the most significant contributions
in collier s presentation is his relating of the creative experi-
ence to the religious experience and the religious experience to
god to illustrate he states one of the recurring themes
in most religions is that god is viewed as the creator and that
creativeness is one of his essential attributes another recur-
ring theme is that man s spirit his conscious self his unique
ability to transcend his material and animal limitations is the
essence of god in man 11

while he does not state that man himself might by the
creative process grow to become a god to those who believe

ibid p 33
1101leidbidibidfidfis p 38
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godhood may be the ultimate destiny of man this implica-
tion is clear it is significant to note that he connects work to
creativity creativity to religion and god this linkage then
enables man to see an all pervasive purpose in his work which
embraces religion and god A man working with a conceptual
appreciation of the significance of his job to the lives and hap-
piness of others and experiencing himself a creative satisfac-
tion should not only achieve a feeling of personal enjoyment
but he should also acquire a dedication to his work such a
condition should enable him to multiply his talents and his
capacity possibly this condition would enable us to discover
in man the latent capacity which william james stated that
man possessed but seldom used

in short collier sees the positive creative experiences as not
only the key to personal satisfaction greater productivity but
as our last and only bulwark against marxism and the socialist
state

stanley F teele
if these concepts new to business administration are taking

place in business is education lagging education should lead
the way with the development of sound theory which should
then be tested for its soundness by practical business

As a matter of fact education and religion have been dis-
cussing these concepts for many years there have been two
principal reasons why they have never made more headway
in the practical world first business has been too preoccupied
with the expedients of making a profit or with the struggle
for food clothing and shelter to heed a philosophy whose
return could not be evident in this year or at least in next year s

profit and loss statement this comment is not meant to be
critical survival until our present era has depended upon the
expedients of enough food and clothing the other reason
for the delay in adopting these concepts was that the gulf
between education and the practical life was too broad for
effective communication educators though aware ofor the con-
cepts were not completely conscious of their productive inimpli-
cations

lpliepli
cations they were not too vigorous in their defense business-
men and educators responded to different motivations they
talked a different language they had not learned to accept
each other as significant contributors to the whole of life this
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au9ugulfguifif still exists but one of the most hopeful signs is that it is
narrowing one of the many modern educational movements
that have looked at business from a broadened whole view is
the development of the case study method to get educational
materials under this method the teachers of the school bridged
the gap and went inside the business to study motivations and
methods As a result of years of such study and experiment
business educators developed a philosophy consistent with that
we have described

stanley F teele until recently dean of the harvard busi-
ness school is a fitting spokesman for the educational philoso-
phy that has gained a following throughout the nation he
has defined the goals of education in a much broader context
than prevailed in the past rather than listing the techniques
and routines which might at one time have been considered as
education he names three major quests of business education

the first is to control and utilize the physical universe and
make it serve the needs of men the second is to teach man
to adapt himself positively to a rapidly changing world the
impact of a changing environment can be emotionally frus-
tratingtrating painful and upsetting to one who has not learned the
art of adjusting himself to more complex levels of living the
third major quest is the search for ultimate values appro-
priate and satisfying to the human soul by ultimate values I1
mean a man s concepts of the relationship of the individual to
others to the universe and to god 11212

teele holds that only with a mature value system which the
individual has developed for himself can he enjoy a sense of
serenity and objectivity in a world of turmoil and change he
holds that an attitude growing out of such a spiritual value
system is an absolute essential for the administrator of tomor-
row

teele in another address reflects the same philosophy
which has been described in discussing the previous writers
he places emphasis on the job as more important and the pro-
duct as secondary we have been shifting steadily toward
a reversal of the words we have continued to use in describing
ourselves we say that our system is great because it has cre-
ated an incredible standard of living and has thus provided

stanley F teele change the business manager and faith address
given to the brigham young university studentbodystudentbody may 9 1960 p 7
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each individual with the possibilities for personal development
to the outer reaches of his own abilities but what we have
been doing in our businesses is increasincreaseincreasinglyinglyangly attempting to pro-
vide each individual with the possibilities for personal devel-
opment to the outer reaches of his own abilities and thereby
creating an incredible standard of living 13

he further affirmed the basic view in a statement made to
a group of harvard business school alumni in utah

the fact that ours is an industrial civilization and four
out of five of us are employees working for someone else
means that much of the satisfaction in life must come from
our daily employment it is basically true that man does
not live by bread alone material rewards alone will not pro-
vide for most of us full and satisfying lives for most
people full and satisfying lives derive largely from a sense
of significance a sense of being useful of making a contri-
bution of participating fully in the activities of the group

an immense amount of nonsense is spoken written and
believed in this area unless the concern for enhancing
human dignity in an enterprise is genuine it is worse than
useless 14

again we see that it is the creative experience itself rather
than the product of creation that teele holds as the primary
value placing the tangible standard of living in its second-
ary position this theme has been receiving significant empha-
sis at harvard and other schools of business

in taking a summary view of the expressions of these four
men it is noted that while they were mature in dealing with
theory and intellectual values they were also practical men
with judgment well seasoned by contact with the realities of
contemporary business problems all agreed that our future
depended upon our discovery and adoption of a way of life
which dignified the individual by providing him with an oppor-
tunity for creative experience in an environment where he was
a free and participating principal

conclusion

A further search would yield a significant number of men
and pronouncements supporting the same objectives A hopeful

fenn op clrcitcirctt p 47
stanley F teele the business executive of the 60 s speech given to

the harvard business school club at the university of utah december 1954
p 4
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sign is that critics are questioning the soundness of these ideas
this process has a tendency to refine to remove basic weak-
nessesnesses and to drive the roots of the sound shoot of truth into
deeper soil indeed one of the signs of strength of the philoso-
phy itself is that in the presence of conflict it has grown strong-
er and gained a larger following

one of the basic criticisms that some may have against these
concepts is that they provide just another device for exploita-
tion another method whereby the greedy businessmen may
increase their share of the national income a more subtle tech-
nique of manipulating the human spirit for gain in the first
place it is a definite part of this ethic that motives are vital
the man with selfish motivations will be proportionately in-
effective in his attempt to create the desired environment he
will not inspire faith and positive creative qualities in the
second place if one has an enlightened view of profit one can
see that the basic philosophy on which profit is based is our
most effective safeguard of freedom

the true meaning of profit

those who criticize profit base their remarks on two domi-
nant objections first the profit system is greedy because it
encourages inequality second in some instances the excessive
greediness and agressivenessaggressiveness growing out of the profit motiva-
tions subordinate human value to a point where human dignity
is violated and debased the righteous hostility engendered by
such actions often has blinded the critics to the fact that such
occurrences were the result of failure of the system to operate
effectively they would have us turn to another system without
being aware of its evils hopefully for our world population
the political experiments that are taking place today provide us
with the answers we seek such evidence reveals much worse
abuses under other systems than the abuses of the profit sys-
tem

basic adjustments must be made in our economy to accom-
modate the new world of interplanetaryinter planetary travel and atomic
defenses such complications make effective competition more
difficult to achieve on the other hand the means required to
make the profit system work more effectively are improving
there are a greater volume and variety of goods and services
thus making it less necessary to accept inferior products or ser
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vicesvices the means of communicating the availability of ser-
vices such as TV radio and newspaper keep the public alert
to advantages and abuses the mobility of people enables them
to become better acquainted with alternatives A sensitive en-
lightened public conscience is becoming more effective as a
censor group this group of educated and interested public is
the most effective control of abuse because of improvements
in communication competition on many fronts is more effec-
tive today than it has been at any previous time

if we assume that this is so and recognize the truth that
other systems likewise have abuses the profit system has the
basic qualities which will permit the management philosophy
we have discussed to work better in our day than will any other
system

basic to the philosophy we have been discussing are two
concepts freedom and participation unless a person has
freedom to act and to choose he cannot enjoy the benefits of
participation vital to every man s life is his career decision it
is important that he be permitted to succeed or fail based on
his own skill in making his choice and developing his skill to
succeed likewise it is important that he be able to select the
goods and services which make up his livelihood discrimina-
tion self reliance and individuality grow out of a lifetime of
these experiences the market on which the profit system is
based permits a maximum of freedom in both of these areas it
permits a maximum of positive participation the market al-
though it is impersonal is a device most sensitive to human
freedom it responds more effectively to human choice than
does any other system it rewards those who are successful in
determining human wants and satisfying those wants with a
minimum use of resources basically a profit is the result of
the enterpriser s organizing human energy resources and tools
and directing their operation so that the resulting satisfaction
will have a money value when measured at the market place
which is greater than the money cost of the resources

when viewed in this sense if we agree that the choices of
the people are sovereign as we do in a democracy the opera-
tion of a profitable firm has met the test of social desirability
with our limited knowledge today it is the system most suited
to the effective participation and control by the people and
for the people we should recognize abuses correct them by
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enlightened criticism discriminating market choices and legis-
lation where necessary our efforts to maximize individual
participation can best be expressed by preserving in as many
places as possible the market system as the arbiter of values

caution

another objection that might be cited by careful1ithth inkingthinking

people is that while the views defended here are attractive and
true to man s inner drives they are not practical this statement
contains elements of truth although we have been exposed to
christian concepts for two thousand years and longer man is
still selfish short term goals and unethical expedients are more
dominant today than ever changes will come slowly for roots
in old motivations and practices are deeply embedded and as
long as the majority of the people of the world are desperate
for a livelihood unethical practices and selfish motives will
constitute a barrier the signs however show progress herry
mon maurer a fortune magazine editor contemplating the
changes states it is conceivable that the large corporation
will emerge as a new social force whose basic drive is the cre-
ativity of individual human beings 15

there are some basic reasons for optimism first it must
be observed that where food clothing and shelter are adequate

and they are becoming so in an increasingly large proportion
of the world the human satisfaction deriving from creative
experience growing out of love of work so far transcends plea-
sure of high level consumption that it will be accepted by a
greater number of people second even though we have known
that the satisfactions of a creative experience were superior to
conspicuous and excessive consumption we have been forced to
emphasize production of material necessities in order to sur-
vive our age is the first that has freed a large segment of the
masses from the necessity of a strong preoccupation with short
term expedients so they could look beyond these short term
goals and see not only a means of getting the necessities of
life but also the satisfactions of a more meaningful creative
experience this age is the first that could give this more
meaningful motivation a practical rationale third as many
writers have indicated the very values which we seek are being

herrymonberrymonHer rymon maurer the age of managers Forfortuneluneiune january 1955
p 84
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destroyed by another people by means of strong short term
motivations this people is becoming physically powerful this
threat should drive us to seek the establishment of these basic
longtermlong term values as a means of survival

the changes may come slowly the philosophy will have to
be refined and re refined by a spirit of free criticism life
would be bleak however without a hope for the emerging
dominance of these values so closely associated with the free-
dom and dignity of man on the other hand problems chal-
lenges and even setbacks have a positive and resonant line
where hope of triumph is strong
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